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Thousand
People President Turns First Shovel SparseAttendance at Opening
Otero Resigned and Oldest Member of Supreme Arguments All Day at Los Three Provinces Declared to Sixty
of Dirt at San Francisco
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Whether
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Park
Baseball
in
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Control
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Angeles
Court
Indicative of Old Time
Was
Thronged
Promptly
Vacancy
Be
Would
Fair
in
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to
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M. A.

GOVERNOR

iuHBIEUHl IS

ILL LESS THAN

A

IRE

WEEKIM'MSNiGAL SUED FOR DIVORCE
d

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, Oct. 11. Asso-- ;
this afternoon Si
Governor
'..a
John M. Harlan,
- X ciate Justice
PaRufus
J.
appointed Major
oldest member of the Supreme Cour.'
Na- First
of
the
len, president
to-of the United States, died here
St tional Bank of Santa Fe, to be X
78
was
old
June.
last
He
day.
years
X territorial treasurer to succeed St
Justice Harlan had been ill with acutj
St Miguel A. Otero, resigned. The X
bronchitis less than a week.
X
X honor has been mostly worthily
Taft Condoles.
X bestowed, for in banking, legal X
San Francisco, Oct. 14. President
Taft as yet has given no thought to
Justice Harlan's successor. As there
are no urgent cases pending befora
the Supreme Court, the President undoubted!
will delay action until lie
returns to Washington in November.
Mr. Taft sent a telegram of cor.itolence to Mrs. Harlan at Washington.
Harlan's Career.
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(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The Giants, pennant winners of the
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 14. Before
San Francisco. Calif.. Oct. 14 Cable National
league, defeated the Philaa half empty court room, Attorney advices from Shanghai to the local
American
delphia
league club by a
G. Ray Horton for the state, today Chinese daily paper, Chung Sal Yat
score of 2 to 1 in n evenly contested
resumed his arguments in the mur-ipstates that the reikis captured
der trial of James B. McNamara, toiast night, an impartial warship near igame at the Polo Grounds today.
About 40,000 people saw the opening
show that Talesman Z. T. Nelson was Hankow.
which
contest
on
unbiased
the
to sit
sufficiently
jury The revolutionists, the Chung Sai was a of the world's series Chrispitcher's battle between
which is to decide whether the dethis ty Mathewson and the Indian, Chief
fendant caused the death of Charles Yat Po's informantofsays, occupied
King Chow, prov- bgnder.
J. Haggerty in the Los AngeleB Times morning the City
ince of Hu Peh; Ichang, province of
The Athletics scored their only run
explosion and fire.
Sze Chuen; and Yo Chow, province of on a
14.
The
Oct.
Los Angeles, Calif.,
hit by Baker, a sacrifice hit and
of Hunan,
McNamara trial was resumed at Hunan. The provinces
pitched ball and a sharp single by Dato
said
be
are
Hu
and
fully
Peh,
Counsel for the
10:45 this morning.
vis which brought Baker home. A
state announced that the argument controlled by the rebels.
base on balls to Suodgrass followed by
with those
Wire communication
an infield out , an error by Collins
regarding the eligibility of talesman
Nelson would be concluded today. At- provinces is interrupted.
sent the mst Giant across the plate
decontenPeking, Oct. 14. The imperial
torney Horton for the state
in the fourth inning. The second run
John Marshall Harlan, associate jus- ded that Nelson was a proper juror cree also directs Admiral Sah Chen came in the seventh inning when
e
tice of the United States supreme as he said he could disregard his Ping, commander of the navy and
drove Meyers home.
court, was born in Boyle county, Ky., views on the case and depend upon minister of war, and General Yien
The Giants played errorless ball.
Tchin, commander of the army of Bender struck out eleven men, while
June 1, 1833; was graduated from Cen- the evidence.
under Chuan Mathewson fanned five Athletics.
the north, to
ter
in 1S50;
Decision on Monday.
College,
Kentucky,
studied law at Transylvania UniversiLos Angeles, Calif., Oct. 14 Attor Shi Kai. The edict further orders
R. H. E.
G
ty; practiced his profession at Frank- ney Horton's argument to Judge Wal that Tsen Chun Duan supersede Gen- Phila
2
0- -2
5 0
fort; was elected county judge in 1858; ter Bordwelli, who decided the ques- eral Chao Erh Feng as commander N. York ..0
was the Whig candidate for congress tion, that while in the nature of 'of the military forces in Sze Chuen
Immense Crowd Present.
the imperial author- in the Ashland district in 1859; was things, Nelson could not eliminate his! and
Polo
Grounds, N. Y., Oct. 14. The
m
mat province.
elector on the Bell and Everett ticket; opinions, the uolitornia law aid
scene vvuuiu uie giuunus as lue nrsi
removed to Louisville in 18G1 and expect nor require him to do so, but
Peking Well Guarded
Cavalrv are natrollinir the nrincl- - eame of the world's baseball chamformed a law partnership with Hon. only to set them aside to an extent
one of
W. F. Bullock; in ' 1S61 raised the sufficient to give an impartial ver- pal streets and all the police have ?ionsniD serles. beSan
i ut;
vast ciuw u
The defense made no secret been armed with rifles. Today two mieuae ciuuiiauuu.
Tenth Kentucky Infantry Regiment dict.
and served in General George H. of its firm determination to get rid battalions of the Imperial guard en- fifled every available seat of the
stadium, on the bleachprs and overThomas' divison; owing to the death of Nelson without using one of its tered the city.
MAJOR R. J. PALEN,
flowed to the remotest sections of
chaltwenty
peremptory
Yuan Shi Kai Recalled.
Appointed Treasurer of New Mexico. of his father in the spring of 18G3, al- precious
while further
the grounds
back.
though his name was before the sen- lenges.
Peking, Oct. 14. An Imperial edict fr0m house totis. galleries and tele- Attorney Lecompte Davis for the was
ate for confirmation as a brigadier-generaissued today recalling to power:
and window ledges, a
X political, civic circles, no name X
he felt compelled to resign; defense said today he believed it Yuan Shi Kai, formerly grand coun-- , graph poles
fringe f excited enthusiasts throng
would be possible to get a fair jury
X in New Mexico stands higherto- - X was elected attorney-genera- l
Ciller and commander.in-thie- f
by the
of the;ed the field. Great crowds were still
Los Angeles county despite the imX day than that of Major Palen. X Union
party in .1863 and filled that of- in
and navy, who was banished
army
streaming through the gates as the
mense
interest awakened by the from
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
fice until 18G7, when he returned to
the capital about three years men took their positions for the play
Times
disaster.
active practice in Louisville; was the
ago. He is appointed viceroy of Hu'The police arrangements had been
Territorial Treasurer Miguel A. Republican candidate for
Judge Bordwells decision is ex- Peh, and Hunan
governor in
provinces and com- - eo well matured that the crowd
Otero and former governor of New
Monday.
to proceed to Wu Change and bered upwards of 50,000
1871; his name was presented by the pected
people and
Mexico, has tendered his resignation Republican convention of his state in
McManlgal Sued for Divorce.
attack of the revolutionists. Corpses would nrnbahlv wneh ncrnnn
to Governor Mills. It was received 1872
111.,
Oct. 14. Ortie. E autnority oi tnat city, now in the
for the vice presidency; in 1875
Chicago,
The Battling Order.
this morning by the governor upon was
dynamiter, cn possesion of the revolutionists.
again the Republican candidate McManlgal. alleged
tis return from a weeks' trip to Albu for governor;
New York, N. Y., Oct. 14 The batwas chairman of the del- whose confession the prosecution !n
Li Demands Recognition.
querque, Santa Rosa, Tucumcari and
ting order unless there are
egation from his state to the national the McNamara trials, expects conOct. 14. General Li Yuan
other points.
Hankow,
changes follows:
was
sued
divorce
for
toda.
convention
in
de- victions,
in
Republican
187G;
While .the governor took no action
ATHLETICS:
His wife, Emma McManlgal, charged Heng, the generalissimo of the rebels, - GIANTS:
clined
a
subas
a
diplomatic
position
on the matter this morning
it is
today 'sent a note to the foreign Co Devore, L. F.
Lord, L. F.
him with repeated cruelty.
stitute
the
for
muls stationed here, demanding rec- - Doyle, 2b.
thought that the resignation will be to
C. F.
Oldring,
which, before he reached Washing,
Adjourned to Monday.
accepted.
ognition of his authority as adminis- - Snodgrass, C. F.
Collins, 2b.
MonWhen
court
until
President
ton,
asintended
to
adjourned
Hayes
If Mr. Otero's resignation is ac
trator of the cities of Hankow, Wu Murray, R. F.
.
Baker, 3 b.
after a single session the opcepted, he will have rounded out sign him; served as a member of th6 day
Chang, and Han Yang. General Li an-- Merkle, lb.
Murphy, R. F.
counsel
not
bad
finished
Louisiana
posing
was
commisquite
commission;
in the Republican party about sevennounces that he will protect foreigners Herzog, 3b.
Davis, lb.
sioned an associate justice of the Unit, their arguments In the first clash of
if they remain neutral.
Fletcher, S. S.
Barry, S. S.
ed States supreme court November 29, the trial. Whether Z. T. Nelson, the
Thomas. C.
Meyers, C.
Corpses Piled Everywhere.
is entitled
1877, and took his seat December 10, first talesman examined,
P.
Bender P.
A visit to Wu Chang by the Associ- Mathewson,
same year; has received the degree of to serve on the jury under state laws,
Umpires: Klem, (National League)
rests
with
andisated
who
Press
LL. D. from Bowdoin College and the
Judge Bordwell,
representative today
Behind the bat: Dineen
(American
University of Pennsylvania; was a nounced that he would render his de- closed vividly the devastation which League) on Dases
member of the Behring Sea tribunal of cision Monday following a brief argu- has been wrought in that city by the
Brennan (National) went to rigt
that the revolutionary movement hasjfleld and Connolly
arbitration which met in Paris in 1893; ment by Attorney Joseph Scott.
(American) to left
was vice moderator of the general asaic yu:u vvviy wuere.
field
sembly of the Presbyterian Church in MERZ BREAKS WORLD'S
First Inning First half: Lord
Japan Will Not Interfere.
the United States of America in 1905.
RECORD IN AUTO RACE.
e
Mathewson's control was
Chinese situa- struck out.
Tokio, Oct.
He has been for more than twenty,
tion eclipsed all other topics as the perfect and Oldring fanned.
years and is now a lecturer on consti- Came in First at Santa Monica, With center of Interest here. Well informCollins filed out to Devoe.
tutional law in George Washington
Athletics no runs.
Dingley Second and Stutr
ed officials throughout Japan believe
Third.
Devoe was out. Bender to Davis.
University.
that the revolutionary movement has
Doyle
got a hit to right.
Snodgra.is
a
tremendous start. There is
gained
(Bv Snecial Leased Wire to New Mexican) reason to
BANKER JOHN R. WALSH
Devore stole second as
struck out.
believe
the
Tokio
that
govSanta
14.
Oct.
Merz
Monica, Calif.,
Thomas' throw was low.
RELEASED ON PAROLE.
Murray
in a national, won the heavy stock ernment will not interfere as long as struck out.
No runs.
the
revolutionists
adequately protect
read race, time 2:02:38:45. Dingley
Son Takes Hinr From
Second Inning.
Penitentiary in the
second; Lewis, Japanese citizens.
Second Inning: Philadelphia llakr
to Kansas City, Thence to Chiin a Stutz, third.
singled to right.
Murphy sacrificed
cago.
Broke World's Record.
LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONS
Mathewson to Merkle on a passed
Santa Monica, Calif., Oct. 14 Merz,
ARRANGE FOR MATCH. ball.
Baker took third. Bake scor-t(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican?
on Davis single to
Leavenworth, Kans.. Oct 14 John the winner of the heavy car race,
U:iiry
R. Walsh, the former Chicago banker, averaged 74.4 miles per hour.
This Wolgast and Wells to Fight Ten cut Mathewson to Merkle, Divis.mii-:one
a
of
tenth
is
mile
better
than the
was released from the Federal PeniBaker scored on jfivM
Rounds at Madison Athletic
to left.
Thomas out Herzog
tentiary here shortly after noon to- world's record established by NavarClub for $19,000.
single
to Markle.
day.
One run.
M. A. Otero.
Accompanied by his son, Rich- ro of 74.3 miles in Paris in 1909.
Nikrent Wins Light Car Race.
ard, he started for Kansas City, where
Second Half. 2nd Inning. Giants:
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Santa Monica, Calif., Oct. 14. Nik
New York, N. Y., Oct. 14. Ad Wo- Markle out Collins to Davis Herzog
they will board an evening train for
teen years of service as an office Chicago.
rent in the Buick won the light car lgast, lightweight champion of the who took Fletchers
place in the batrace.
holder.
world, and Matt FVells, lightweight ting order went out when Barry
Born in St. Louis just 52 years ago
Fletcher
champion of England, will fight ten threw him out at first.
EXPERTS SENT TO
next Tuesday, he was educated at NoNew York no runs.
rounds at the Madison Athletic Club struck out.
COMMITTEES AGREE ON
INVESTIGATE
TEA
COLORING. here on Friday, November 3, for a
tre Dame University. He was in
Total score:
SIZE OF BALLOTS.
business until 1885 when he was
of $19,000.
Athletics, 1.
purse
Go From National Capital to San Franelected probate clerk of San Miguel
New York, 0.
The men are to weight in at 133
They Shall be Three and Half
cisco and Will Report on
Third Inning.
county. In 1890 he was appointed
pounds.
Inches Wide and Sixteen InUniform Method.
clerk of the U. S. district court for
Third Inning, 1st half: Athletics:
ches in Length.
Bender out, Mathewson to Merkle.
the fourth judicial district of New
MARGARET CURTIS WINS
WHEREAS, in an opinion
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mexico.' In 1894- be was asked to be
FIVE UP THREE TO PtAY. Lord flied out to Murray. Oldring
dated the 14th of October, A.
D.
Oct.
14. The
Washington,
C,
doubled to left.
Collins walked. Badelegate in congress from New MexD. 1911, the Attorney General
treasury department today appointed Is Now Woman's
ico but declined the honor. In 1897
ker struck out. No runs. of the Territory of New MexNational
Golf
Dr. Wilton Berry and A. T. Scheindler,
he was appointed by President
Second Half. Giants: Ie was Indir.n
Match at Short
ico, has advised the undersignChampion.
both of New York, to leave for San
Governor of New Mexico
against Indian when Meyer faced
ed that the official, ballots conHills, N. J.
tomorrow
Francisco
to
investigate the
which office he held for nine years
Bender.
Meyers flied out to
taining the names of the notea importations for coloring matter By
In 1908 he was appointed treasurer
Mathewson fanned.
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
minees for state, county and
and to report a uniform method.
Short Hills, N. J., Oct. 14 Miss The Indians pitching was beautiful
which office he held for three years,
district offices, and members
Margaret Curtis of Boston today won to see, his curves breaking over the
resigning today.
of the legislature, and such
GUADALUPE DEMOCRATS
the Women's national gold chanvpion-shi- edges of the plate.
Devore walked.
Former Governor Otero was one
other officers as are to be votNOMINATE TICKET
by defeating Miss Lillian Hyde Doyle filed to Lord. New York, no
of the Republican delegates
from
ed for at the election on Novof Bay Shore, 5 up and 3 to piay.
runs.
New Mexico to the national convenember 7, 1911, may be printed
The Democrats of Guadalupe counTotal score:
tion held at Minneapolis which nomiin any convenient size without
ty nominated the following ticket at
Athletics. 1.
nated Mr. Harrison for the presidency
violating any law or laws of
two
in
a
Vaughn
day's convention:
Tne Right Policy.
New York, 0.
and Mr. Otero had the honor to be on
the Territory of New Mexico;
For representative, M. R. Baker.
T.he Santa Fe New Mexican St
the committee that notified Mr. HarFourth Inning.
in orNOW, THEREFORE,
For sheriff, Pelagio Casaus.
St did itself , proud
the St Fourth inning, 1st half: The game
during
rison of said nomination.
der to secure uniformity in
For
Serafin
Otero.
judge,
probate
?t
Democratic convention. While St so far resolved itself Into a
Mr. Palen Has Accepted.
.the size of said official ballots
pitcher's
For treasurer and collector, Solo- St
A representative of the New Mexradically Republican, the New St duel, and while the play was in- prothroughout the Territory, we
mon Sanchez.
St
Mexican
a
true
and
exact
St
Mr.
gave
ican telephoned
Palen this afterhereby agree, for and on begress there were long moments of InFor assessor, A. A. Tipton.
St account of everything that hap- - St
noon asking him if he had accepted
half of our respective commit
tense silence. Only when a hit was
--For clerk, F. C. Baca.
St
the appointment of treasurer.
pened, without shade or color St made or there was some brilliant field,
tees tha-- the official ballots X For county commissioners,
Benlgno
St of any kind.
It is safe to say St ing play did the crowd vent its enthuMajor Palen replied that he had.
for use as aforesaid shall be
(
Padilla, John Melevan and B. Nelson. St that the New Mexican made
St siasm.
accepted it. The major received con
printed on white paper and St For surveyor, George Freeman.
St hundreds of friends by its fair St
shall be 3
gratulations from a number of his
Inches in width St
Murphy fouled out to Meyers. Davis
St account of the convention.
friends today who assured him that
In St went out, Fletcher to Merkle, Mathewand 16 Inches in length, or X FORMER LEGISLATOR TOO
St Its editorials, the New
the appointment could not have been
Mexl- - st son worked his famous
within one fourth of an inch St
y
DRUNK TO TESTIFY.
and
3t can went after the Democrats
given to a better man. Regrets were
of that size.
St mixed it up with a
big drop and high
term
his.
St
that
not
would
in
expressed
VENCESLAO JARiAMILLCSt
vigorous style. That Is what St fast one.
(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
be longer, however. The major laughChairman Republican Central St Chicago, 111., Oct. 14. In the Lori-me- r St the editorial page is for. A St
Barry popped up to Fletcher.
ingly admitted that he would not tar
senatorial investigation to lay St good newspaper will keep edl-- St Athletics, no runs.
Committee of New Mexico. St
ry long m tne treasurer s cnair as
A. A. JONES,
former Representative William C. St. torial comment and opinion out St
Second half: Collins took
he would probably leave It to the
Chairman Democratic Central X Blair was removed from the witness St of the news columns. Wagon St grass cutter and shot It to first.Meyers'
MathCommittee of New Mexico. St stand by Senator Gamble, charged j St Mound Pantagraph.
ewson singled to center.
Devore
Paur.
Continued on Page
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Was T ie
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fade-awa-

Wire ti Vpw
San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 14. The
first actual work of the Panama-PacifiInternational Exposition to be
held in 1913, was begun today when
President Taft turned the first spade- - j
tul of earth at the Fair site in Gold- en Gate Park. The ships of the Pa- cine fleet, riding at anchor in the
harbor, joined in the celebration and
the line of inarch of the spectacular
military parade was thronged by en(l?v Snerfnl

The Democratic county convention
this afternoon was a chilly affair. At

ten o'clock, the time for which it was
called, not a soul was in sigh: find
the doors were locked. At 19 minutes of eleven. Chairman Seligman
called the meeting to order. 13 actual count there were present in the
hall 5 persons including the county officials who came up stairs for curiosity, several territorial officials, Richard H. Ilanna, and a few b isiress
thusiastic thousands.
men.
The President, Governor
Johnson
W. T. Thornton
was
and Mayor McCarthy spoke at the
Stadium and Mme. Lillian Nordica elected temporary chairman and M.
T. Dunlavy temporary
and
sang, the chorus of the Pacific coast
Arthur P. Hill and Jos-- Ortiz y Bar
j

j

baengerbund assisting.
The National anthem

Thorntot
then was interpreters.
made a characteristic Democratic
stump speech but failed to entiuise
the
He told of the corrupFUNK IS SUED FOR
tion rampant in the Republican party,
ALIENATION OF AFFECTIONS. but that the cream of that party had
rebelled and is fighting the skimmed
John Henning Claims $25,000 for Los- milk, and that it Is the duty of the
ing His Wife to Alleged
Democrats to unite with the cream.
Trust Manager.
Committees on credentials, resoluLeasert
Wire to :;ow Mexican) tions and permanent organization
(Py Special
111.,
14.
Suit
for
Oct.
Chicago.
A letter was
were appointed.
was filed in the circuit court tofrom Richard H. Hanna, that the
day against Clarence S. Funk by John
had appointed a committee
Henning who charged that Funk had of five to consult with a Democratic
alienated the affections of his wife. committee of five, to fix up a slate lor
Counsel for Henning said the defend- the dear
people.
ant was the general manager of the InThe following was the committee
ternational Harvester Company here. appointed to confer with a like comMr. Funk at his office said: "I never mittee of the
Progressive Republiheard of the people in my life."
cans:
F. Easley, Tom
General Charles

sung.

fifty-fou-

$25,-Oii-

rc-a-

Thomas made a beautiful
stop of what should have been a wild
Doyle was out by
pitch by Bender.
route. No runs.
the Collins-DaviFifth Inning.
Fifth inning: Thomas drove a long
fly to left which Devore captured after a smart run.
Bender singled solidly to center.
Merkle took Lord"s grounder and
threw to Fletcher, forcing out the Indian, Oldring doubled to right, Lord
taking third. It was Oldrlng's second
smash. With Collins at the
bat, the Philadelphia crowd in tho
stands went wild. Merkle took Collins' grounder and touched him out.
No runs.
Baker started to steal but Murphy
spoiled the play by fou.ing into grand
stand. Murphy sent a high fly i.o
Snodgrass. Baker outstealing Meyers
to Doyle. Herzog threw out Davis. No
runs.
Sixth Inning.
Sixth inning, first half:
Baker
on the end of his
caught a
bat and sent it to center for a single.
It was the sixth hit made against
Mathewson.
Second Half Bender hit Snodgrass
on the arm, the, batter taking first.
Murray sacificed Snodgrass to second. Murray's bunt was taken care
of by Baker who got it to Davis just
ahead
of the runner. Snodgrass
stole 3rd Baker dropping
Thomas
throw.
Baker was spiked in the arm In the
play.
The game was delayed while Baker's hurts were fixed up.
The official scorer gave Baker an
error and did not credit Snodgrass
with a stolen base, Thomas getting
strike-out-

.

s

two-bas- e

fade-awa-

y

Doran, Alfredo Delgado, Don Samuel
Romero, Ramon Sandoval and Arthur
county chajirt-man- .
Sijligman,

The committees appointed were the
following, the first name being that of
the precinct, the second is on rules
and organization and the third on resolutions, and the last named on the
committee on credentials.
Pojoaque Ramon Trujillo, Tomas
Ortiz, Tomas Ortiz.
Tesuque B. Abeyta, W. A. Williams, W. A. Williams.
Santa Fe, No. 3 Severian'o Rivera,
W. T. Thornton, Herman Zinsser.
Santa Fe, No. 4 Tomas Delgado.
Marcelino Garcia, Jose O. y Baca.
Agua Fria Manuel Ortiz, J. A. Romero, J. A. Romero.
Cienega Apolonio Rael, Apolonlo
Rael, Apolonio Rael.
Cerrillos Ramon Sandoval, Ramon
Sandoval. Manuel Lucero.
Galisteo Jose Anaya, Jose Anaya,
Jose Anaya.
j
San Ildefonso Elfego Gonzales.
Absent.
Stanley
Golden Absent.
eliciano
Lamy Jose E . Gonzales,
Lobato, Feliciano Lobato.
Giorieta Francisco Montoya, Tomas Gurule, Tomas Gurule.
Chimayo Absent
Santa Cruz Absent.
Santa Cruz Henry Pollard, Henry
Pollard, Henry Pollard.
Santa Fe Gus Hunter, J. S. Cande- lario, George S. Blunt.

Santa Fe

No. 18, C. O.

Harrison,

A.

J. Loomis, Ramon Armijo.
Madrid Absent.
San Pedro Absent.
Otto Absent.
Nambe Beuino Romero,
Samuel
Romero.
Rio Medio Pedro Jemez, Martin
an assist.
Pedro Jemez.
Gonzales,
walked.'
an
On
Herzog
attempted
Kenney N. S. Torres, N. S. Torres,
double steal Snodgrass was out at the
N. S. Torres.
plate. No runs.
Adjournment 'was then taken until
Seventh Inning.
Seventh inning: Barry struck out. 2 o'clock this afternoon.
Afternoon Session.
Thomas flied to Snodgrass.
Bender
It was fifty minutes after the time
out, Fletcher to Merkle.
Second half: Fletcher grounded to set when the convention was called to
Davis and was out. Movers doubW this afternoon. Brief resolutions were
persons were in the hall,
io
left.
Mathewson struck out. sixty-thre- e
Meyers scored on Devon's double to and fourteen of these filed out when
the Republicans were asked to leave
left.
Doyle 4walkJ.
Snodgrass
so that the Democrats might caucus
fanned.
Score:
Athlerics, 1;
behind closed doors. There was the
Giants, 1.
same lack of enthusiasm noticeable
Eighth Inning.
Lord as at the morning session. The temEighth inning, first half:
fanned. Oldring flied to Devore. Col- porary organization was made perlins out, Mathewson to Merkle. No manent. The committee on credentials read off a list of delegates, most
runs.
Second half: Murray flied to Lord. of whom, however, answered only by
The committee on resolutions
Merkle beat out a bunt.
Herzog proxy.
fanned. Fletcher flied to Murphy. No reported that it had no report for the
present. The slate was taken up in
runs.
caucus, which was secret, as it wasn't
Ninth Inning.
any of the public's business anyway.
Ninth inning, first h.ilf:
Baker
The Slate.
grounded out to MeikH Murphy flic:!
At four o'clock, the caucus of ihe
to Meyers. Davis out, Fletcher to MerDemocrats resolved itself into open
kle.
convention
M. A. Otero
was
Second half:
Giants Snodgrass nominated again.
far the state senate.
took his base on bajls, after Bender
As the New Mexican went to press,
haa gotten two strikes on him. The the
following seems tq be the rest
fourth ball hit Snodgrass on the wrist. of the
slate:
The crowd let loose and there was a
House, Samuel G. Cartwright.
pandemonium of sound
House, J. S. Candelario or Cavios
Murray oat, Collins to Davis, Snod- Abreu.
grass took second on the play. It was
Floating member of House: J. Asan attempt at the hit and run play. cension
Rael.
Bender's speed was too much for MerSheriff, Alfredo Delgado.
kle and he struck out Collins made
County Commissioners, James L.
a mess of Herzog's grounder nd Snod- Seligman, Samuel Romero,
Apdonij
grass scored. Collins .ried to nail Rael.
Snodgrass at the plate but the throw
Collector and treasurer, W. E. Grifwas a trifle wide, and on the play Her- fin.
zog took second. Fletcher struck out.
Assessor, David Gonzales.
One run.
Clerk, Manuel Delgado.
Total score, Athletics, 1; Ne
Probate Judge, Nicolas. Mon'oya.
York, 2
Surveyor, Robert L. Cooper.
'
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Little Store

ALL YOUR STOMACH
TROUBLE

VANISHES.

Gas, Heartburn and

Dys-

Indigestion,
pepsia Go and You Feel Fine in
Five Minutes.

M.

reach Durango before the middle of
December. Instead of a confirmed report of the drowning ol John Dowell,
judge of Archuleta county, at
his ranch three miles from Pagosa
Springs, an authentic statement now
has it that Jake Dowell, elder brother
of John Dowell, and William Turner,
a
of Jake Dowell, were carried to their death by the swollen Mill
creek, while trying to prevent the destruction of som of the buildings on
the ranch.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

1911.

ERUPTION CAUSED

IE RRIBLE

SUFFERING

Every year regularly more than a
stomach sufferers in the
million
Everything1
Baby's Body Covered with Large
United States, England and Canada
Sores. Seemed to Itch and Burn,
take Pair's Diapepsin and realize not
Good to Eat and
Everything
only immediate, but lasting relief.
Finger Nails Fell Off. Little or
This harmless preparation will diNo Sleep.
Used Cuticura Soap
anything you eat and overcome,
Under thisBran d gest
Drink
In 6 Weeks Cured.
and
Ointment.
or
stomach
a sour, gassy
five minutes afterwards.
"When my baby boy was six months old,
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
to be as
Under
his body was completely covered with large
or if what you eat lies like a lump of
sores that seemed to itch and burn, and cause
Livestock
lead in your stomach, or if you have
terrible suffering. The erupKansas City, Mo., Oct. 14 Cattle.
Solitaire Brand
Represented
tion began in pimples which
heartburn, that is a sign of indiges- Receipts 1,000 including 200 southwould open and run, making
tion.
steers
native
erns.
Market
large sores. His hair came
steady;
Get from your Pharmacist a
out
and finger nails fell off,
5.25 8.35; southern steers 4.005.25;
and the sores were over the
case of Pape's Diapepsin and take a southern
cows and heifers, 2.754.60;
entire body, causing little or
dose just as soon as you can. There
no sleep for baby or myself.
Dative cows and heifers, 2.757.00;
will be no sour risings, no belching of
Great scabs would come oS
bulls
stockers
and
feeders,
4.005.85;
when I removed his shirt.
undigested food mixed with acid, no
western
calves
4.507.75;
3.254.50;
"We tried a great many
stomach gas or heartburn, fullness or
steers, 4.007.50; western cows, 2.75
remedies, but nothing would
heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea, It 4.60.
help him, till a friend induced me to try the Cuticura
Debilitating Headaches, Dizziness or
Market
2,000.
Hogs
Receipts
will
Soap and Ointment. I used
all
This
Intestinal
go,
gripings.
40.
No.
to 5c higher.
Santa Fe. Telephone
Bulk of sales,
the Cuticura Soap and OintSouthern Corner Plaza.
will be no sour steady
there
besides,
and,
ment but a short time betore
ALL
CASH PURCHASES. food left over in the stomach to
WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS WITH
6.206.4o; heavy, 6.306.45; pack
poison ers
I could see that he was imand
b.zvfgib.bU;
butchers,
lights
proving, and in six weeks'
your breath with nauseous odors.
4.255.60.
time he was entirely cured. He had suffered
pigs
Pape's Diapepsin is a certain cure I' 6.106.45;
about six weeks before we tried the Cuticura
Sheep.
1
for
stomachs, because it
Soap and Ointment although we had tried
10,000.
Market
Sheep,
receipts
several other things, "and doctors too. I
takes holcl of your food and digests it
Muttons
lambs,
3.254.00;
think the Cuticura Remedies will do all that
steadyjust the same as if your stomach
for them, and a great deal more." s
4.505.75; range wethers and yearl is claimedMrs.
wasn't there.
Noble Tubman, Dodson, Mont,
(Signed)
ewes Z.dOQ) Jan.
range
3.2o4.7o;
1811.
28,
Relief in five minutes from all stora ings,
O rrrr
a generation Cuticura Soap
more
For
than
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
ach misery is waiting for you at the
Oct. 14 Cattle Re-a- t and Ointment have afforded the most ecohlca
Our Bakery is always going. Fresh
drugstore.
treatment for affections of the skin
300.
Market nomical
W estimated
cases contain
These large
and scalp of infants, children and adults. A
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :
Texas,
Beeves,
steady.
$4.S58.50;
of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and box
cake
single
more than sufficient to
thoroughly
Cuticura Ointment (50c.) are often suffl.
cure almost any case of Dyspepsia, steers, $4.15G.20; western seters, of
cient.
Although sold by druggists and dealers
$4.2o6.75; stockers and feeders, $3.25 throughout
the world, a liberal sample of
on Thursday and Saturday
Delicious Cream
Indigestion or stomach disorder.
cows
and
heifers,
5.75;
$2.006.75; each, with 32-- book on the skin, will be
on
sent
free,
application to Potter Drug &
calves,, $5.509.50.
"AUTUMN."
Chem. Corp., Dept. ISA, Boston.
estimated
et
10,000.
Hogs
Receipts
a
in
time
is
There
every year,
Phone, I9I Black.
Market steady to shade higher. Light
When nature's beauties,
$5.156.75; mixed, $6.056.75; heavy, ish.
To us most dear,
and Benediction at 6:30
j$6.006.75; rough, ?6.006.20; good p. m. Resary
Flitter away and die.
Devotions.
Clothed in their loveliness most sub to choice heavy, $6.20G6.75; pigs, f3.7o
Lady ef Guadalupe.
5.90; bulk of sales, $6.356.65.
lime.
6 a. m. Second
mass
mass
First
at
2,000.
Sheep Receipts estimated
Changed by the hands of Father
a. .
9:3
(kick)
Market slow and steady. Native $2.25
Time;
Church of the Holy Faith.
4.00; western, $2.754.00; yearlings,
Day's that call forth the poet's
No services except Sunday School
$4.00
$3.754.55; lambs, native,
rhyme,
at 9:4 a. m.
G.10.
AUTUMN.
First Presbyterian Church.
(B. Z. McCollough, Minister.)
WOOL.
This is the time when Nature's power
Sunday school at 9:45. Allen
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 14. Wool, inacOver the universe
superintendent. Morning worSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Seems to tower,
tive; territory and western mediums, ship 11 o'clock. Sermon by the pasAnd with her magic touch
1720; fine mediums, 1619c; fine, tor. Theme: "Lost ground and why"
4LFaLFA SEED. All kinds of f lovers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packag
Christian Endeavor,
6:30. The subTurning the leaves into colors grand, ll15c.
Back of it all the Creator's hand
ject: "Why I love my Bible?" Leader
Fe
in
house
The only exclusive
Have you rurnisheer Jlooms to Rent? Miguel Rodriguez. Evening worship.
Wielding His power o'er the sea
A little campaign Want advertising 7:30. Theme: "Credit." Rev. LanBinf:
and land
in the New Mexican will keep the in- Bloom of Jemez will preach the serAUTUMN.
come from your furnished rooms from mon. The attention of the worship-- '
The classified columns are pers is called to the change in the
lapsing.
Time of the year that we hie away,
Phone Black
always looked up closely and it will hour of evening services. Wednes,-daPhone Black
Gathering nuts
pay you well to use them.
Where the squirrels play
evening prayers 7:30. Every one
who has no church home is cordially
Under the forest trees,
If you want anything on earth Try invited to worship with us.
Crowning with garlands the children
New Mexican want ad.
gay,
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Made from the leaves where they
Lucas County ss.
romp and play;
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
Where the brook ripples, and
seems to say,
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business in
AUTUMN.
Cathedral.
the City of Toledo, County and State
mass
First
6:30 a. m. Second
at
and that said firm will pay
There is a time in every life
mass at 9:3. Sermen in English. aforesaid,
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLthe
After the years
Third mass at 10.30. Sermon in Span- LARS for
Of our toil and strife;
each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
As we draw near the end.
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
When limbs grow weak, and our hair
FRANK J. CHENEY.
turns gray,
Ed. W. Rowland and Edwin Clifford
Sworn to before me and subscfibei
Father Time's hand we cannot
(Inc.)
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
stay,
OFFER
ber A. D., ttsi.
Tho' we would not, we're conA. W. GLEASON,
Near Union Depot
(Seal)
strained to say,
333 HICKOX STREET,
AUTUMN.
Notary Public.
100.
RED
PHONE,
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern
WILL T. WALKER.
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
iDnimn
F. J. CHENEY ec CO., TOLEDO. O
niiuuuu
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
FINE ASSORTMENT OF
Take Hall's Family Pills for const
Divorce Granted.
pation.
GarJudge C. J. Roberts has signed a decree of divorce in the case of Amsa
Watt of Roy, Mora county.

We Guarantee

T4,

MARKET REPORT

the

IN

DCERY

CO.

The Delicatessen Store
Puffs

WHEN YOU REPAIR THE OLD HOUSE OR BUILD THE NEW
ONE, REMEMBER THAT GOOD PAINTS ARE ABSOLUTELY
NECESSARY TO KEEP THE HOUSE FROM ROTTING. PAINT IS
A PAYING INVESTMENT.
PAINT IS ALSO A LUXURY. YOU KNOW YOU WILL FEEL
BETTER IN A NEWLY PAINTED HOME.
ASK YOUR WIFE IF
SHE DOESN'T WANT THE HOUSE PAINTED?
Wood-Davi-

Phone

Hardware Co.

s

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

It

Phone 14

j

p.

LOUIS NAPOLEON
RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

i

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

Mc-Cor-

Phone,
Bl'k,6619

GORMLEY

Pennants for Decorations
We can furnish beautiful

NEW MEXICO STAR PENNANTS
in State Colors for 65c.
Appropriate

Novelties for Athletic Events, Conventions, Celebrations,

Etc., furnished reasonable

at short notice.

PHONE OR MAIL US YOUR ORDERS, SANTA

FE, NEW MEXICO.

y

45

,

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD
DAWSON COAL

'

" The
Quality Coal."

Why Import Mineral Water?
WHEN

:

YOU CAN GET

THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

Delivered to your house.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

WATER CO.

THE

AVIATOR

rv,

Native Turquoise Matrix, Malachite,
nets, and Other Stones.
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Sao Francisco Street.

NOW IS THE TIME

To select your stones for mounting

for Holiday Presents. They are
always acceptable.

You are requested to call and see and

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO
THIS

Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
ONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF

LEARNARDLINDEMANN COMPANY

OF

TuTcTiTi
mi uiml

Death of Mrs. Littrell.
Mrs. George Littrell died at Raton
on Thursday evening afi,er a lingering
illness.
Sudden Death.
Eduvigen Crespin died suddenly at
Las Vegas, leaving a wife and five
He was an employe of a
children.
mercantile company.
Stocking

DAVE

LEWIS Imperial Laundry
For Best Laundry Work

IN THE SONG FARCE

DON'T LIE

WIFE
In Acts

Thursday, Oct. 19

Uri-ost-

d
are ordering in
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your
EUROPEAN CAPITAL
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
Mexico
New
of
our terms have satisfied hundreds
Furnished for attractive
Set Fire to His Bedding While Drunk. in all substantial lines of enterprises
and Arizona purchasers.
business.
C. C. Cooper, arrested at Las
Vegas
& ElecWater
Railroads,
Tractions,
for being drunk, set fire to his bed tric
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Powers, Irrigations, Timber, Mincar-loa-

CO.
Expert German

E. M. Lehnor,

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For hire at popular
COKRICK'S

HACK

LINE

Buggies and saddle her

price
:

Phone Red

No. 23.

THEODORE C0KRICK,

Phone Black 182.

Prat.

Screened

RATON
YANKEE

Wood
Lump

CERR1LLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. S. F. Depot- -

Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Pbone, Red

No. 2

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thursdays and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons sewed on
your shirts without extra charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

FOR CAI C
rim 3 A1X

Improved

and unimproved City Property,

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

ing, Agricultural & Industrial.
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
Bond, Debenture and Stock Issues
Underwritten, Purchased or Sold.
La Salle
Properties purchased for European
exploitation and investment.
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Financial Undertakings of all sorts
handled.
Telephone II.
Miscellaneous commissions anu or- Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Repairing D. & R. G.
ders of all characters accepted for
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Most oi the bridges are washed out
in any European country.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
between Pagosa Springs, Colo., and
full deCorrespondence enclosing
Short Orders at All Hours.
Lumberton, A, M., and nearly every tail- at firs' writing invited.
BY THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
bit of the eighty-milstretch of Den- Tl E INTERNATIONAL BANKERS ALLIANCE
ver & Rio Grande track is destroyed.
French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
A through train from the East will not 43 Mark Lane.l.oncJon, England
New York Chop Suey 50c.

Restaurant

e

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

C&L 'Phone

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

When ia Need cf Anything
in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnisbel

Don Caspar Ave.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
Phone
213

HAVE THE WELL KNOWN

TOILET AND PERFUME PREPARATIONS

Made by A. A. VANTINE & CO.,

Sandaland Geisha
DUTCH TALCUM POWDER

v

,

yfofcf
:-

-:

- -

Orchards

andRiocles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanela Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

V

Zook's Pharmacy

Steam Coal.

AND FRIDAY

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

clothing in jail and men yelled "fire."
Established 1900
It was some time oefore the flames
were
Mexico
New
extinguished and Cole was smok.
Albuqurque,
ed and sobered, all at the same time.
Piano Tuner.
He paid his fine of $10 and costs like
a man after spending a night lying on
the hard, cold jail floor.

LEARNARD &
L1NDEMANN

RETURNS THURSDAY

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent.

The government fish car in charge
of W. E. Smith, this week delivered
200,000 trout minnows at Ute Park,
75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Colfax county, for stocking the Ponil, Prices
Direct From Its Run at the Whitand Vermejo and tributaries.
ney Opera House,
Chicago
Rodriguez Murder Case.
The trial of Grisildo Rodriguez on Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store
the indictment of murder in the first
Tuesday Oct. 17.
for
e
the
of
degree
killing
Migual
in an East Raton dance hall, is
up in the district court at Raton today
before Judge E. R. Wright.

AND RETAIL

BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY

TO YOUR
3
B. CASAD
CAMPBELL
By

Ute Park.

WHOLESALE

LAUGHS

New York.

ThFtaegOeUh.
VIOLET SANDAL SOAPS.

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

.,'yy

At,,
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SANTA FE XEW IIEX1CAX, SANTA FE, N. M.

ALL WRONG.
The Mistake Is Made by Many Santa
Fe Citizens.
Don't mistake the cause of, back
ache.
To be cured you must know the
cause.
It is wrong to imagine relief is
cure.
Backache is kidney ache.
Tou must cure the kidneys.
A Santa Fe resident tells yotr how.
Tfhomas M. Baca, Cerrillost St.,
Santa Fe, X. Mex., says: "My faith
In Doan's Kidney
Pills is just as
strong today as when I publicly
recommenaea tnem in 19U2. I wasi
caused much suffering by backaches
for three years and though I never
laid ot from work, my back was so
painful that it was all I could do to
get around. Doan's Kidney Pills en
tirely relieved me and I had no return
attack of the trouble for six months.
At that time my work brough on a
recurrence of the complaint.
I at
once took Doan's Kidney Pills and
they gave me relief. A medicine that
lives up to the claims made for it
like Doan's Kidney Pills do, deserves
the strongest endorsement."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cental
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

CANDID 1IES ON REPUBLICAN

TICKET.

BURSUM STANDS FO

PROTECTION

DF THE PEOPLE'S

SOFT DRINKS

INTERESTS

In an Interview at Tucumcari He Makes Clear
That He
Believes in Measures That Will Bring
Prosperity
to the Commonwealth.

Tafcpfaoe

Rod 35

your orders dcllv,

lit MM vtuoatttottetttrslyMaMrffcinf ml aa4iw.
CHGH ALE, WILD CHEWY, Mm SODA, RON SKEW
MOT KEBt KLONDIKE

FIZZ, C0CS COLA,
x ; x
Aztec
Qeouine
Spring Mineral Water.
Afl drtaks

udefroa

SANTA FE B0TTLIRS W0SIS

uemy hick,
Proprietor,

Tucumcari, X. M Oct. 13. Stand
ing for the enforcement of ihe laws
v ithout fear or favor, for a
stable
government that will assure honest
investors in New Mexico, protection
and at the same time give protects to the man who toils, Holm O.
candidate for
tiursum, Republican
governor on the Republican ticket in
New Mexico, today gave an interview-iwhich he outlined briefly his rea
sons for advocating the election of
the Republican ticket and the organi- zation of the first state government
by the Republican party.
Mr. Bursum was requested
give
an interview
He talked frankly on

in power, conduct

a

stable

govern-

-

merit.
Would Be
Sword.
"Under the blue ballot there is
no limit to th number of
ameno
mcuts that, can be
proposed so that
each legislature would be a nw ..).-:- Two-Edge- d

' C''uil c

8 '

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

mention and

tt)
tution could be changed from
beginn- SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
io ena ana even the
right of suff
rage could be stricken out.
I do
not
the honest. thinking pe
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
Mexico will ever vote for
... ,
add
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR INSTITUTION IN
in this connection, that
the blue
THE SOUTHWEST
lot. were it tn
,;...
as dangerous a weapon in the hands
s as In tho
States.
LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC
u
uiuisKu miu me party ne ropre- hands of any other class.
Remember the name Doan's and
sents.
'
Academic and Preparatory
j
take no other.
Courses form Separate Departments
Development of Mines.
Square on the Platform.
"There is something else
Mr. Bursum said:
Send for Prospectus
thint
Boarding and Day Students.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
"When I accepted the nomination is of great importance to New Mexico
in
of
the
Department
Interior,
connection with our constitution.
before the Las Vegas convention, I
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
We want capital to feel that it has
Studies Resumed
BROTHER
accepted the Republican
platform
P3ES
(07894)
September Sth.
adopted by that convention.
is equal protection with all others in
It
.ew
Sept. 12, 1911.
Mexico
we
and
need capital
good platform and it Is a platform
Notice is hereby given that Jose
which if its provisions are carried sorey ln tne development of the rich
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct.
nelas tnat exist In our mountains:
out, will insure an era of prosperity
e mlnerai wealth of New
m this great new state that will be
Mexico,
for SW
Section 13, Township 13 N.
is Bcarcely understood by many of
greater than any in our history.
ourj
Range 6 E, N. M. Meridian, has filed
"c "ave immense deposits
stability and Prosperity.
notice of intention to make Snal five
of
valuale ores, and capital alone
"I consider it of the greatest im- year proof, to establish claim to the
that In this first state elec- - can develP our mines. Millions of
portance
land above described, before Register
tion, the Republican
HON. MALAQUI AS MARTINEZ.
party should doI,ars mre of assessable wealth is
or Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
because the issues on which ours' the ver-- dav
these great
triumph
Candidate
for
Lieutenant
Governor.
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of October,
this campaign are being fought out mines are opened and
under
our
West Point of the Southwest"
"The
1911.
will determine whether New Mexico cnanSinS territorial form of govern-i- s
Ranked by United States War DeClaimant names as witnesses:
to organize a stable government, m,nt. capital could never be induc-basemat Mr. Martinez was born Jii 1Sn
Institupartment as "Distinguished
Ambrosio
Cano, Bernardo
Cano,
on equal rights to all, or whe- - d t0 enter our mineral fields as we tion."
Age, 51 years
X
Ke
the
attended
Army officers detailed by War
Christian
Brothers
Daniel Wright, and Roberto Armijo, S
would
have
so
Descendant of Padre Mar- - X scnooi there until he was
ther the new state shall be launched
greatly desired,
Department
thirteen upon her first
all of Golden, N. M.
tinez, publisher of first news- - X Then he went to
administration with
Education
the Christian Bro- new
Through Academic course, preparMANUEL. R. OTERO,
X paper in New Mexico.
and
untried
with
conher
ideas,
"A
X thers' school at Ocate and Mr. Marmatter that is greater in
ing young men for college or business
Register.
Educated by Christia n Tim. X tinez is as much at home
to
open
amendment,
and tance to us all than our other assets life. Great amount of open air work.
in Mora
S thers.
capital afraid to invest within its and resources, is the future of our Healthiest location of
X as he is In Taos County. .
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
any Military
X
Clerked in brother's
borders.
store X
children.
Our schools must be aa- - School in the Union. Located in the
Clerked as a Boy.
Department of the Interior,
X as young man.
Confidence Needful.
X
vanced ahead of all else in New Mex- - beautiful Pecos Valley, the
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. X
In early youth he entered the store
garden spot
Took government contract X
XeW ico'
0ur state
SeTT maiter
our Agri. of the West at an elevation of 3700
of his older brother, Daniel
(Pecos Forest.)
S when 21 years old.
Mexico
the
Martinez,
advent
of state- cultural college, diversity,
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the voters to see for themselves what)Tne governor opened the state fair at
manner of man the Republican candi- - Albuquerque Monday. Ke said that SOCORRO DEMOCRATS
ENDORSE
uaie ior governor reany is.
wnile aU of the exhibits were not in
MECHEM AND GRIFFITH.
When a Republican
is p)ace Mondav those he had
meeting
8poke
well attended, it is merely curiosity,
eloquently of the productiveness of! The Democratic county convent! n
. 11V 1. a l.JtulUl.1 (l
1 (All
a
uiawB
New Mexico.
at Socorro endorsed the Republlcan
j
large crowd it is pure patriotism.
From
Dui:e City the governor nominees, M. C. Mech'em J for judge
Wonder what the explanation will travwt d ike
tlyough Guadalupe county, and John E. Griffith for district at-- !
be on November 8?
spending a day at vaughn and another torney and nominated the following
'at Santa Rosa. Ha found the county .ticket:
For sheriff, E. W. James, of San
The lack of attendance, the funeral 'looking fine and the people feeling
.1
like gloom that hovered over the so- - happy. Ai Santa Rosa, the county Marcial.
t
For collector, Max H. Montoya, of
called Progressive county convention BC.tj he attended the Republican countoday, is a counterpart to the fizzle ty convention which he found a large San Antonio. ''
of a state convention that the
For assesor, G. E. Cook, of Socorro.
and enthusiastic one. "A most excel- led Progressives held in Santa Fe.ien, ticket was nanwd " he said tn. ' For superintendent of schools, Be
.
...
1nmln "J""-"tCo n fdrt
Dftlvailaiia
wnen oniy six aeiegaieg irom me our-- oay,"-anI feel confident tuat It will
'
side attended and when two men w pier-teFor probate judge, John Greenwa d,
made a bargain at midnight in thel The
fniRaerl the Flpmnnrgl. of Socorro.
name of the Progressives with the ic convention which 'was held a day1 For probate clerk, Ed. Fortune, of
cau uuiiai j AJCinuii ivlii. iiusdcd,
tu later.
For county commissioners, Grego-rideliver votes in return for two places
where he found the peo- on the Democratic ticket. The pro- Quay county
of San Marcial; J. S. Weln- and
also
The eke,Baca,
pie
happy,
prosperous
of the western part pt' the coingressive movement, judging by all people were well
pleased with the TV.' nnii T onnnl H r Pimtraraa tt T .
appearances, cuts about as much of
"
""" "
a figure as a snowball ln the prover- good roads, especially the road from j"
to
which
will
Tucumcarl,
For the state senate, J. W. Terry,
bial nether regions. In this nation, Montoya
prove of great help. The road is in of Socorrd.
fortunately, the people who carry
For tha TTAiieo Maenrln Ham nt
water on both shoulders in a politicai fine shape. The governor said that the
Republican ticket ln Quay county will mto Quemad0
campaign are very, very few.
make a good run. This especially be- xhe conventtorHndOrsed M.4C. Me-The Democratic Roswell Morning cause the Democrats seem to be hope- - chem and JoIhiW. Griffith for dis
News Is hopeless right from the start lessly split up over tneir primary i trict Judge and attorney.
in this campaign.
In speaking
of which resulted in bad feeling and the ? If you want anytnlBE oil earth trr
The
Want ad In the New Mexlca
the Republican state ticket nominated accusation of political trickery,

Daily, six month, by mall.
Weekly, six months

v... $2.60

Weekly, rer year
Weekly, per quarter

1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It Is sent to
Tfce New Mexican is the oldest new apaper in New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
anion tie intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest,

FIRST

Think About It!

OF SANTA FE
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION

Then Act!

IN NEW MEXICO.

THE MOULTONESPE COMPANY

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange' and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts'of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.

'

P. M. HESCH, Jr.

muck-a-muck- s

6c

J.

R.
.
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ulators?
That six of the seven composing the
Democratic executive committee and
its officers are lawyers? That one ol
the Democratic candidates for Conacknowledged publicly
gress, who
that he represented railroads and corporations as a lawyer, also admitted
that he would resign as Congressman
should a U. S. Senatorship come within his reach?
It is a hefty bunch
that asks the people to elect them so
that they can put their front paws
in the trough of public funds, public
lands and water rights.
Never before has the territory been
menaced by so great a peril to its
prosperity as it is by this attempt
of the old bosses of the Thornton
to get hold again of the affair
of the commonwealth.

for children, who loathes house duwork is a
ties and believes that
curse, instead of the greatest blessing

that Providence has enabled mankind
to choose?
It housework interferes with tb
expression of genius or with a careet
of usefulness in the business worll,
it should be disregarded. But of those
7? dainty maidens, hardly mora than
b!f a dozen will find their life woik
outside of the home. To know ho v tv
prepare a beefsteak, how to direc:
tiic work of the servants, ho v to
choose the food for the sick and for
children; to know something of food
values of food chemistry, of houseare accomplishkeeping accounts,
ments that contribute mightily to the
sum and substance of human happiness.
There are circumstances under which the world might do with a
poem or a painting less, but under
which a heathful meal is a sine qua
non.

It is to be hoped that these
dainty maidens are not beyond the
spanking age, that they have sensible
parents and that the superintendent
75

of schools of Roswell is a firm man.
The 75 maidens may some day be
thankful for the lesson that is du

them at this very minute.
AID FOR SAN JUAN COUNTY.
San Juan county has been hard hit
Roads and bridges
by the floods.
have been washed out and it will take
years to replace them if San Juan
county is to depend on its own resources to do so. But the Republican policy of good roads and good bridges,
and the pledges of the Republican
platform and Candidate H. O. Bursum,
will Justify state aid in giving San
Juan county good roads from the Colorado line down the San Juan and
Las Animas valleys, and thence to
Gallup, Albuquerque and Santa Fe,
and also the needful bridges. Federal
aid can also be had for at least one
bridge over the San Juan. Delegate
W, H. Andrews managed to get appro,
priations for two bridges over the Rio
Grande, despite the fact .that he had
to put the measure through a Democratic house. No doubt, one of his first
acts, when congress convenes in
will be to introduce a bill providing for a firstclass bridge across the
San Juan at some point between Farm-ingtoand Shiprock. And he is the
man too, who will put it through, judging by his past record.
n

REBELLIOUS

ROSWELL

MAIDENS.

dainty maidens
the Roswell Hiph school have
against instruction in domestic science, that is if the ever truthful
Albuquerque .Morning Journal did noi
slip a cog..
They have addressed a
round robin to the superintendent of
the city schools, declaring that they,
never need to cook, or wash the
dishes in their homes, and that they
do not propose to do work in school
that Is fit only for menials, that domestic science is not conducive to
the higher mental culture.
"So there," and shifting a wad of
chewing gum from one side to the
dainty little
other, these seventy-fiv- e
maidiens stamp their French heels
in unison, and declare that this nasty,
horrid domestic science must go or
they will go.
It was Bernard Shaw, or some one
like him, who used the nasty word
"parasite" in referring to the AmeriHow many of
can society woman.
those 75 maidens expect to be paraHow many expect
sites in life?
some man "to keep them" In the
sense that a woman is kept who gives
no returns to the world for her exis-.anfence, who believes that she owes
do duty to husband, who does sot care
Seventy-fiv-

e

of

pro-teste-

d

-

lands:

W.
El

'

Co

;

Carrizozo

8,312.80

.

acres

Cattle Ranch

Co

;

."."rf-Yv-

,

H.S40.32 acres
26,406.41

acres

South Springs Ranch Company, H.
J. Hagerman, 26,406.41 acres.
Of course, the head of the Democratic ticket and his British companies control vastly more land, including large portions of forest reserves, as does of did the Hagerman estate and its allied corporations.
However, land ownership 1b no crime,
the leasing of territorial lands Is legitimate.
It was the Democratic Albu
querque Journal and the Democratic
bosses who first raised the land issue,
on this issue, as on every other,

tht Republicans can meet them with
a

(lean conscience and a clear record.
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PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

THE PALACE
AND

THE MONTEZUMA
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

TELS

HB.

Under the Same Management.

Now

The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
Large Sample Rooms.

'

THOS. DORAN, Proprietor.

,

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

&

Night.
Hot

Furnished rooms in connection.

::

::

222 San Francisco Street

& Cold

Regular Meals 25c.
Baths.

' Electric

Lights

G. LUPE HERRERA,

Prop

DO YOU ENJOY THAT THIRD?

-

j

j

w

follow-tnfdavo-

'

LtZt

S

of a person's life is spent in bed, and that third
should be well spent. A good bed will make your sleep comfortable
and easy. We have many styles, priced from $3.00 to $45.00.
One-thi-

ho,aIS:"f

.SL-"B- .

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS.

...

V

j

rd

Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

j
i

ELKS" HOME

j

I..

1

1

i 1

i

-

:
'

j

.

w

I

fe-

-t

'

trt

I

'

1

i

i

,

i

I

l-

...

1

i

Total

Assistant Cashier.

'

,

acres

F. McKANE,

SON

,

McDonald
4,800
Livestock
Capitan

C.

B. READ, Cashier.

t.

,.wh

L 1 V.

WHO WANTS THE LANDS?
Here are just a few excerpts from
the public records of the office of the
territorial commissioner of public
lands, as to leases of territorial

J.

President.

PALEN,

L. A. HUGHES,

.

GOVERNOR HOLM O. BURSUM, OF SOCORRO COUNTY.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR MALAQUIAS MARTINEZ, TAOS COUNTY.
SECRETARY OF STATE SECUNDINO ROMERO, SAN MIGUEL CO.
AUDITOR W. G. SARGENT, RIO ARRIBA COUNTY.
SYLVESTRE MIRABAL, VALENCIA COUNTY;
TREASURER
ATTORNEY GENERAL FRANK W. CLANCY, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
B.
ANDREW
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
OF
SUPERINTENDENT
STROUP, BERNALILLO COUNTY.
COMMISSIONER OF PUBLIC LANDS ROBERT P. ERVIEN, UNION
COUNTY.
SUPREME COURT JUDGES FRANK W. PARKER, DONA ANA COUNTY; C. J. ROBERTS, COLFAX COUNTY; EDWARD R. WRIGHT, OTERO
COUNTY.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO, SANTA FE
CORPORATION COMMISSIONERS
COUNTY; HUGH H. WILLIAMS, LUNA COUNTY; M. S. GROVES, EDDY
COUNTY.
CONGRESS GEORGE CURRY, LINCOLN COUNTY; ELFEGO BACA,
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
FE
EDWARD C. ABBOTT, SANTA
JUDGE OF FIRST DISTRICT
COUNTY.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY FIRST Dl STRICT ALEXANDER READ, RIO
ARRIBA COUNTY.

ng

money-transmitti-

e

THE TICKET.

BANK

NATIONAL

c

Santa Fe Planing Mill

DEMOCRATS STACKED THE DECK
It is easy to see why the DemocratSuic bosses want a
A. A. Jones, who has
preme Court.
the national
cornered for himself
and the state
committeemanship
chairmanship and wants a U. S. Sen
aorship, has filed on practically ts!i
tiie available waters of the Pecos and
i'.s tributaries; he has been turned
down by the territorial engineer aiU
ho intends to ravy his conten i. ns to
The water users on
hieber courts.
lie Pecos and its tributaries are
many, but what does A. A. Jones care
as long as he can grab and grasp?
His grasping disposition is strikingly
illustrated by his holding on to the
two greatest honors within the Democratic party and reaching out for a
U. S. Senatorship in addition.
But he is not the only one who
wants a subservient supreme court.
Some of the candidates for that court
on the Democratic ticket are interes-lttoo in land and water litigation,
have special interests for their clients,
have helped to tie up the waters of
San Juan county until the people of
that part of Xew Mexico are almost in
open rebellion.
In it a wonder, therefore, that there
are eight lawyers on the Democratic
That there are on it the
ticket?
managers and directors of foreign
corporations, of banks that want ter
ritorial deposits, of land hungry spec-

J

A

"
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tt

.

1

o
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LARRAZOLO WILL SPEAK
MOVEMENT
HERE OCTOBER 18.
STREET..
It was stated today at Republican
Derided Gains Made by Some of headquarters that Octaviano A. Lara-zolorator of New
Leading Securities Listed on
the
Stock Market.
Mexico, will speak in Santa Fe Wednesday, October 18
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, N. Y., Oct. 14. An active movement advanced prices gen- TIMETABLE ALL.
LOCAL TRAIN
erally in the early trading in stocks
today. The demand was wcl distriThe following are tae time tablet
buted and gains were quite
broadened .and"" trading )t the local railroads :
took on a more cheerful tone than foi
"A. T. A 8. F. By."
weeks. All of the recognized leaders
were in eager demand anij .the'r Leave
j 8.10 a. m. connect with No a
strength was diffused throOgHputithe
No. 10 eastbovnd.
market. The close was strdngS i
"
'
8ilver.
Returning arrive U SanU Fe 12:10
!
New York, N. Y., Oct. 14. Prime P. .
4 p. mp connect with No. V
paper 4
per cent Bar' stiver 52
Mexican dollars 45.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30.
Copper and Lead.
New York, N. Y., Oct. 14. Lake,
4.25 rg t 7:20 p. ra. conecr with No. 7 and
copper 12.5012.62
' . lead,
9
4.30.
westbound; No. 4 and 8 astbound.
' Closing Quotations.
Returning arrfv at San Fe 11:10
New York, N. Y., Oct. 14. Amal- 9. m.
ACTIVE

UPWARD

wall

0N

silver-tongue-

d

'

genpral-Speculatlo-

west-uouu-

west-bonn-

4

1--

Atchisugar 118
gamated 52
son 106
Great Northern 127; Now
York Central 105
Northern Pacific 117
SouthReading 139
ern Pacific 109
Union Pacific
162
Steel, 61
Pfd, 109

t). 4 ft. Q. Hy.
,v
Leaves 10:15 a. m. tor north.
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
New 'exlco Central Ry.
Leave 6:45 p. m., conlects with No.
t east and 1 seutn and west
If you want anything on earth Trj - ArrJ-3J- l
p. m. with connection
New Mexican want ad.
irom no. a east
7--

7--

7--

'

8

7--

.
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UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.

SB8IAL

.

f

VALE

.

I

ALSO

Your Patronage Solicited

I

then this is what
have said:
;

Confectionery. Fruits and
FreshCreamPuf fs Wednesday

HANDLES

AMADO

have loved summer, and the longest

The leaves of June, the slumberous tourist
spending the fall here, has re- - j
film of heat,
turned from Albuquerque where he
The bees, the swallow, and the waving attended the fair.
j
.
wheat,
The Saturday Card Club is not meet- The whistling of the mowers in the
ing this afternoon.
..
"
hay.
The ihirteen Card Club is the guest
this afternoon of Mrs. John B. La
L have., loved words which lift the so il
Vert.
with wings,
Mrs. Carrithcrs, wife of the day
Words that are windows to eternal clerk of
the Palace Motel, returns to- - j
things.
from Racine, Wis., where she vis- day
I have loved souls that to themselves
ited her family.
j
.
axe true,
Colonel E. C. Abbott left this fore- noon for El Rito to attend the Rio ArWho cannot stoop and know not how riba
county convention and to start
to fear,
on his campaign tour.
j
Yet hold the talisman of pity's tear;
C. L. Haberlein, formerly a jewelry
I have loved these because I have salesman
here, and now in business
.

'

Z

j

rectly reproduce exclusive
custom models designed this

season for metropolitan clubmen.

buquerque yesterday.

CITY

7

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Vllery, of To- ledo. Ohio, are at the Montezuma Ho- tel.
W. H.. Dearstyne, the well known
paper salesman of Ienver, is calling
on the trade.
Mrs. E. O. Brecklein left Sunday to
spend Fair week in the big city.
Moriarty Messenger.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell,
the
well known historian from Las Vegas,
is ai me raiace Jrioiei.
Hallet Raynolds, cashier of the First
National bank left this afternoon for
Santa Fe on business. Las Vegas Ou- -

CORN-FE-

Pork,
Mutton,

i
'

j

s

$350 $400 $4,50 $goo
SELIGMAN BROTHERS CO.
Phone 36

Lamb

Home-Mad-

Fresh-Dresse-

FRUITS

i-

NOW

- 1 II!

Don

and Manhattan Avenue.

Gasper

POULTRY

d

"

VEGETABLES

Forbes Quality
and Steel-C-

Gas-Roast- ed

ut

CLOSE-I-

LOTS

ON

RESIDENCE

N

THE

No

better guarantee to

offer than money back if
and Fred Davenport of
arrived here
not satisfactory when you
Blackwell,
Oklahoma,
yesterday per auto. They are at the
deal
the Parlor Market.
Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Garcia of Cone
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
jos, Colo., are visiting friends in the
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
city. They are registered at the Coro- nado Hotel.
F. A. Bridge, vice president of the
Arroyo Hondo Project, is here from
Madison, Wisconsin. He is at the MonPROPRIETOR.
tezuma Hotel.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess went tc
Santa Fe this afternoon and will be
Mrs. W. W. Reber will leave on Mongone several days on business. Las day morning for her former home at
Vegas Optic.
Pa., to spend several
Lehighton,
THE TIME TO BUY
Charles W. Fairfield, assistant ter- weeks. Dr. Reber remains in Santa
HOT
WATER BOTTLES
ritorial auditor, who has been ill at Fe and may make this city his perma- his home on College street, is rent- nent home.
Is now. We have just received
ed better today.
The Rev. C. F. Lucas, accompanied
a la rge lined i rect from facto ry,
S. Walmsley of Louisiana, who is a by his family, arrived
today to spend
thereby insuring fresh goods.
Sunday in Santa Fe. He was former- ly pastor of St. John's Methodist Epis- Church here, and has been trans-- i
PILLS copal
CHICHESTER BRAND.
ferred to Espanbla.
Ladlral Ask your UriicvlMt for
i
John Yerby brought home a little
'hleheMtr's Diamond Ttrandi
11 Is in Red and ttold metallic
girl fro. a Santa'Fe last week, and will
Duxes, sealed witn Blue Ribbon,
rnno
i sue no otner. kiiv .1'or IKaLTFR
adopt her as Ms own. The child is
INnim al. A.k for
DIAMOND It RAND IMLI.K, for SA
between five and six years old, vety
known
as
Best, Safest, Always Reliable
years
bright, and quite pretty. Wapun
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Mound Pantagraph.
W. D. Shea, district passenger and
freight agent of the D. & R. G. has re-turned from a business trip to the San
uls valley in Colorado. He
KAUNE & CO. that the flood damage in that reports
district
has been repaired.
Charles H. North of Camden, N. J.,
j
i who
travels for the Victor Talking
; Machine
Compa'ny, is at the Palace.
Where Prices are
He brought with him a few of the new
LOWEST
style baby victrolas, and gave the ho- tel guests a musical treat yesterday.
FOR
j
Attorney H. L.. Oritz, has recovered
We guarantee each and every Bot
' from an
attack of appendicitis, havtie we sell to last one year.
ing narrowly escaped a surgical opera-- i
Mr. Ortiz was able to attend
tion.
BUTT BROS. CO.. 1
the
"Progressive" Republi-- j 9
4
Always Reliable
can mass meeting in Delgado hall this
4
DRUGGISTS
to
and
deliver an address.
morning
Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Curns enter I Phone, Red 161. Ni? lit Phone, Red 58.
tained Hon. H. O. Bursum, Attorney
General Clancy and others of the paty who came up from Las Vegas Sun- j
'day, at dinner at the Frye Hotel. A.H!
the guests were old time friends ofj
SAFE QUALITY.
Mr. and Mrs. Curns.
Mound

BUY BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

WM. D. ARRIGHI

j

?!

O. C. WATSON & CO.
119

Santa

San Francisco St.,

to

$

Fe, N. M.

Phone, Red 189.

1

Beautiful Hand Painted China

H. C. YONTZ,

Reliable Jeweler

San Franciso

Street

11

&

Fancy

ft

-'

Flour, Hay and Grain,

I

Wagon

Pure Hawaiian

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
Best of Food
Cold
No

Invalids

Pine Apple Juice

Sparks B&nch)

Best of Beds

.

Pure Spring Water
$15 a Week

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos
Telegraph Glorieta

The Most Delicious of Drinks, Palatable and Refreshing. A De- -,
cided Aid to Digestion.

Funeral Directors

Elberta Peaches
Welch's Grape Juice

PICTURE FRAMING

Phone, 130 Red.

H

S. KAUNE

Vegas Optic.

&

ii

A PRIVATE BOARDING

You

THE MASTER TAILORS.

NOTHING BETTER.

In Our Immense New Windows
You can see how we are prepared to furnish your home,
FROM SITTING ROOM TO KITCHBN.

Call and see the beautiful Circassian Walnut
Parlor and Dining Room S:ts, which are the admiration of all Santa Fe.

We have just received some attractive Japanese Screens and
immense variety of Carpets. Hand painted Dishes, salad
sets, which rivalanythingof the kind in the Southwest, are also worth looking at.

THE AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XX

:

X

X

XXXXX XX

Ladies' Misses', Children's Suits, Cloaks,
Capes and Skirts

HOUSE

GO.

Very Latest Styles Just Received.

and will be on SPECIAL SALE next week.
ADOLPli

SELIGMAN

you

;
r

FOR SALE
One of the best and most complete modern residences in the city. Location

If you

Price very reasonable.

are looking for a HOME, this is well worth your
investigation.

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

CO.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXSXXSX

unsurpassed.

SIGN PAINTING

DRY GOODS

Phone

Black No. 52

&

Insurance Agency.

Phone Black

No. 229

Residence

305 San Francisco Street,

LADIES'

ONE-PIEC-

DRESSES 'n the highest degree of style

E

YOUR IDEALS REALIZED

J. P. Steed

&

AT

Son

CARPENTERS

monthly rates upon application.
;

TRY OUR SUNDAY

SIGN PAINTING

NEATLY

DONE

DINNER

Phone, Red 64 All Work Guaranteed.

Phcne, Red

115

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using it. It saves
THE
and
Our display rooms are
pay tor, by having It right where
your light
on

SAVES
EYES.
can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right.
bill

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

ki
wmmMmmMmnMmtvttmisHmiis9t

AND

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that
Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

I

CO.

&

Home Cooking
We bake our
AND CABINET MAKERS.
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless
of price, at 35 CENTS. "Weekly or FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS

S

PAINTING

The New State

W. G. BUSH, Prop

I;

Carriage & Automobile

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

Continued on Page Eight.

242 Lower Palace Avenue

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Night Phone.

j

Pantagraph.
Herbert Hagerman, the "Progressive
to
Republican," who was scheduled
speak at the Duncan opera house tomorrow night, telegraphed to one of
his compadres here that, owing to a
mistake in his program he will not
be able to speak in Las Vegas until
Tuesday night of next week. Las

vxxxxxxxxxxxxsxx

JUST A FEW OF THOSE
EXTRA FANCY

LEFT.

MULLIGAN & RISING,

i

j

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

txxxxxxxxxxxxxxxi

i

DOLE'S
(Old

W. N. TOWNSEND

j

Groceries

.

ALASKA,"

1

Staple

--

The Very Latest Popular Designs, Covering Any
cle That You Might Be Interested In.
....
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE IN CUT GLASS,
and we can show you. Our stock is complete in all details

these are net as you like we are showing the new

a Royal Tailors exclusive style that is going to sell like Barney
Oldfield at the home finish. A world-wid- e
style that is just
now sweeping the country. It is the sanest, handsomest and
most comfortable Overcoat that has been introduced in
America in a decade.

at

ATM

MARKET.

to $20.00

COFFEE, 30c LB.

;

BEST

If

S

1

$ 1 3.00
k'

Blue Point Oysters, Fish
and

$15.00 to $20.00

Sausage,

e

h

e

PRICES

Prices

Veal and

;

all-wo- ol

to meet the popular demand.
Also FiLACKS FOR DRESS
PURPOSES.
These numbers are in black and silk
lined and handsome short lengths.

Beef,

j

'

O. T. Love

v

D

j

j

many handsome designs and patterns,
Kirchbaum's
specials, Waldorf
and Presto Collars.

FROM

j

.

P. O. Box 219.

S

;

Colonel G. W. Prichard was at Al

insure you correct style, correct fit,
genuine comfort and long service.
No other ready-to-we- ar
shoes are
in the same class with them. Regals
are equal to custom shoes in every-

c

in Hutchison, Kas., is at the Palace.
He is on his way to the coast.
Charles A. Spiess, the well known
attorney of Las Vegas and president
of the constitutional convention, was
in the city yesterday on his way to
Taos.
C. E. Valverde, who resides in Tre- mentina, was a visitor in Las Vegas
today. Mr. Valverde is a guard at the
territorial penitentiary. Las Vegas
Optic.
Colonel Hv L. Scott and Colonel E.
S. Greble of "Washington, D. C, were
in the city yesterday on their way to
the coast
Thpv registered at the
Palace Hotel
g. A. Richardson, the well known at- '
torney of Roswell, and who presided
at flip Ttomnrrntin fitro convention
held in Santa Fe this month, is at the
Palace Hotel.
Mrs. Josephine W. Dudrow and her
two beautiful children,
Lillian and
Charles, and their nurse, left for California this afternoon accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. Starbird.
;
Mrs. .1 Frank Curns leaves today
for her old home in Tempe, Arizo-jishe will accompany her father on a
trip to Texas, where he has large timber interests. Wagon Mound Panta-grap-

Come early and get first choice while
the picking is good. We have in stock

These numbers we can promise you are the warmest and
neatest patterns ever shown in this city.

j

loved you.

REGAL
SHOES
thing but price.

Parlor Market
and Grocery

j

we carry several special styles
of Regal Shoes that cor-

Correct
Regal
Dress Model

Phone 49 Main

-

Dress Wear

A

That Overcot

GUTIERREZ, PROP.

Phone 49 Main

Stamped Linen Doyles, Cushion
Tops and Center Pieces.

-

:

Saturday

D. M. C. Em-

j

For

&

How About

Phone, 152 Red.

day;

V E. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
"
W,,E. GRIFFIN. Asst. Cashier

Groceries

Embroidery, Silk
broidery Cotton, and for Crotchet

would

I

AND CAKE

6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c

Dally.

FOR FINE

Wash

say
Good-by-

FRESH BREAD

MILLINERY

fBy jiaurice Baring.)
am forever haunted by one dread,
That I may suddenly be swept away,
Nor have the leave to see you, and to
I

Business

PLAZA BAKERY

IMISSA.AUGLER
HEADQUARTERS

CAPITAL $50,000 00
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Mrs. Hansen, In a Letter From
Mobile, Tells flow She Gained It.

(

STATIONS

Miles

V

.
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Housework Drudgery

FAMOUS BRIGAND

APPETITE

Mobile, Ala. "I suffered for seven
years, with womanly trouble," writes
Mrs. Sigurd Hansen in a letter from
rt 1U
Lv.. I)e.i Moines. N. M...Ar
iO
0
4 00
this city. "I feit weak and always had
4
7 41)
Kuraaldo
3 50
11
05
a headache and was always going to
ledmau
3 30
16
8 20
3 15
Uapullu
the doctor. At last I was operated on,
35
20
VlKil
3 05
I 50
2 45
Thompson
and felt better, but soon I had the
10
31
'itnuinKbum
2 25
9 35
same trouble.
42
...Ollfton House N. M
1 55
.. Raton, N, M
40
Ar
in oo
30
f.y
My husband asked me to try Cardul.
M
N.
..Lv
Ar.
Katon,
10 15
I ;0
I felt better after the first bottle, and
.. .Clifton House N M..
2 47
9 49.1
9 32
SPreston.
3 07
now, I have a good appetite and sleep
Koehler Junction
3 45
8 55
well. I feel fine, and the doctor tells
2
9 05 i.
Koehler.
me I am looking better than he ever
ilColfax
4 15
8 20
4 43
saw me."
8 02
(rrososo
iAr
5 00
7 45
Lv
f'lmarron
If you are sick arid miserable, and
Lv
5 if
6 35
Ar a ra
OlmarroQ
5 1?
asli
6 27
suffer
from any of the pains due to
2S
5
Harlan
6 17
94
5 45
iAr
Vie Pa.-f- N. M...Lv!
6 00
womanly trouble try Cardui.
p m
pm
Cardul is successful because It is
jOonnects ai Oolfax with K. P. A S. W. Ky. train both Xorttj and Soutb.IE
composed of ingredients that have been
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meet trains at Preston N.lM.I
found to act curatively on the womanStaire leaves Dto Park. S, M for rillzahetntown. S. M.. at 9;00 .. ra, daily except
constitution.
ly
uu
S3.50
one
:ound
way
snd&ys. Fare fc
trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
For more than fifty years, it has been
0. A S. train leave Ds Mttaos, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. larrlves from th
used by women of all ages, with great
th at 4:38a. m.
success. Try it. Yor druggist sells it.
J. VAN HOUTEN,
6. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
N. B. TlVife In: I.adrfs' Advisory Dept..
V. P. & G. M..
Super! ntendetit.
Q. P. Agent,
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Term., for Special
Instructions, and
!ok, " Home Treatment
(

FE

SANTA

M.

FAIR

15

Housework is drudgery for the weak woman. She brushes, dusts and scrubs, or is on her feet ail day attending to
the many details of the household, her back aching, her
temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest in bed is
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not permit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervous
women is satisfied by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

HE

Exhibit at U. S. Bank Is His Ferocity and Daring
Were Proverbial in
Attracting Attention Day
and Night
Northern Spain

It Makes Weak Women Strong
and Sick
Women Well.

This "Prescription" removes the caae
cr
women's weaknesses, heals in flaw
tnation and ulceration,
cures those
weaknesses rp peculiarand
to women. It
tranQi'ilijces the nerves,
the

;

1

FRUiTS.VEGETABLES.MINERALS

DICKENS

FOPULAR

IN

PARIS

encourages
appetite and induces restful sleep.

Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
his " Favorite Prescription" contains, a complete list of
r.
Do not let any unscrupingredients on the
ulous druggist persuade you that h!s substitute of unknown
is
as
in
composition
"just good" order that he may make
a bigger profit, just smiie end shake your head
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cures liver ills.

The List Is a Long One, But It Climax Reached in the PerformShould Be Studied By the
ance of Monsieur Pickwick
Pessimistsat Athenee

bottle-wrappe-

-

.

c.

Charts-noo-

r Women," sent

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fe T

p8

Blsbe

ia

to the Pacific Coast, via NSW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,
Mexico and

jlJ
Ipr

BEST
ROUTE

plain wrapper, on request.

Hotel Arrivals.

ASK FOR TICKETS

ko, Arizona,

in

OR

WEST

Far rates and full informattoa address

EUGENE FOX, a. f. & p. Agent,
El Paso Texas.

1

"What is wrong with the people or
Santa Fe when so many of them say
there are no orchards near Santa
Fe?"
That was the question asked by a
young physician who came here from
the middle west this week to take the
examination
before the medical
board.

This young medical man also

asked why there were people "knocking" the fruit and vegetable industries, when there is such a fine display of that what can be grown in
this country in the windows of the U.
S. Bank and Trust Company of San
Francisco street.
This remark of the visitor may do
pome good, just as the window dis-

Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, October 14 The
Spanish
brigand Morera, of whom many tales
of ferocity and daring are told in
lonely mountain districts of Northern
Portugal and in the Gallician province
0? Spain, has been captured by PorMorena was the
tuguese troops.
bandit of romance living
i'i a cave high in the mountains.
He
had been a bull fighter of renown in
Madrid who escaped to the hills after
a crime of violence.
To where he
was followed by the actress Lola.
This was years ago, and since then
Morena had led a life of desperate ad
venture, marauding in three countries
for sometimes he would penetrate into Southern France and sack a village or plunder and burn a chateau.
Uusually he operated in Spain and
in one
Portugal until his excesses
country became intolerable. Then he
would go into the other. For some
months he has been devastating ihe
district of Valongo,
near Qporto.
Last Friday a detachment of Portuand
guese troops surprised Morera
bis band of sixteen men and pursued
them to their cave in the mountains.
Two brigands were killed and six
wounded in the first heavy volley of
Lola fired her revolver
the troops.
with utmost coolness, wounding two
soldiers.
She, Morena and the survivors were overpowered.
In the
cave a quantity of loot was found
which will be divided among the captors, if owners are not found.
A Famous Home.
While all Paris or that small and
exclusive minority which calls itself
"All Paris" was
shade
seeking
and distraction by the sea or on the
mountains, two happy mortals passed
(Bv

Spr-oia-

favor the long journey to San Francisco.
The next meeting place has
been left to the decision of a committee which will take San Francisco
into consideration.
Harvard was represented by Prof-E- .
E. Southard, Director of the Psychopathic Hospital, Boston. Professor
Laughlin was here, representing the
Carnegie Laboratory of Experimental
Evolution of Cold Springs Harbor, N.
Y. G. N. Collins and Dr. Stockberger
the Department of Agriculture, Frank
M. Surface the Kentucky
Experiment station and C. E. Saunders the
Canadian government.
The American delegates were told
often that the United States was the
only government that gave adequate
support to investigations of that kind
European Inquirers and experiment-or- s
are for the most part working out
of their own resources. Monsieur Phillip Vilmorin, in France of the here
ditary family of seedmen,. and his
brother Maurice, President of the
French Botanical Society devote much
of their income to scientific

dance tomorrow evening in
the old Beavers' hall on New York

a social

avenue.
W. B. Murrell, George M. Tower and
Mrs. C. M. Beecher have been at
Roswell, where they attended the
meeting of the grand lodge of Odd Fellows and Rebekahs. They are very
enthusiastic over the Pecos valley.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Roe have gone
to Mescalero for a visit with Maj. and
Mrs. James A. Carroll, at the reservation.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beacham have
gone to J. C. Jones' ranch in Cox canon to look after the harvesting of the
crop.

play is doing good.
A great many people, even if they
live in Santa Fe, appear never to
Eber Edwards, an engineer at the
Palace.
have gone to Tesuque or other places,
J. D. Walker, City.
power house, has been promoted to
to see the orchards whose existence
H. F. Stephens, City.
superintendent of the Alamo Water
they are prone to deny when questionPower Co., succeeding James E. WeaJ. J. Burke, Lamar, Colorado.
ed on the subject by the tourists or
ver.
J. D. Walker, City.
homeseekers who come to the An
W. G. Sargent, City.
Dan Smith has gone to Albuquerque
cient City.
C. L. Haberlein, Hutchinson, Kas
to attend the territorial fair.
But these orchards do exist and
L. C. Randall, Chicago.
Mrs. A. R. Tracy of Madison, Wis.,
their products should make a resihas left for a visit to iU Paso and SilH. L. Scott, Washington, D. C.
dent of Santa Fe county feel proud.
E. S. Greble, Washington, D. C.
ver City. She is looking for a winter
The window display in the U. S.
J. A. Johnston, City.
location for her brother, who is a stuBank building is daily growing more
Charles A. Spiess, Las Vegas.
dent at Leland Stanford university,
Several
Santa Feans
Hollet Raynolds, Las Vegas.
interesting.
and will have to give up his studies
ORGANIZING FOR VICTORY
including F. S. Donnell show a great
A. Dibert, City.
for e while on account of impaired
IN OTERO COUNTY.
pride in the window and the artistic
C. T. Love, Blackwell, Okla.
health.
arrangements of the exhibits and
Fred Davenport, Blackwell, Okla
their clever illumination by the coCharles P. Downs Will Make CamDavid Beer, New York.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lored lights at night, show the true
O. W. Nichols, Denver.
paign That Will Roll Up Big
spirit of the booster.
Majority for Ticket.
W. H. Dearstyne, Denver.
Department of the Interior,
The Exhibits.
M. F. Yalmestein, New York.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N. M.
Alamogordo, N. M., Oct. 13. Charles
is
exhibits
Here
the
list
and
the
of
Thomas Mac Rae, Chicago.
P. Downs, county chairman, has ap(07753)
some
names
of
the
of
the exhibitors:
S. Walmsley, Lon Angeles.
pointed the following executive com- Copies In triplicate to Forest
SuperDr. J. A. Rolls, Santa Fe: Rhode
ReE. B. Burton, Mt. Vernon, Iowa.
to
affairs
of
handle
the
the
mittee
visor, Cowles, N. M.
Island Greenings; snow apple.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas.
state and county campaign
publican
Sept. 12, 1911.
Mrs. Paula Gutierrez, Santa Fe, a
Charles H. North, Camden, N.
their vacation under the abundant in Otero county: Edwin Mechem, H.
Notice is hereby given that Santla:
sunflower measuring 16 inches in
Coronado.
C.
H.
Hill
and
J.
a:
of
the
James
the
Major,
leafage
park surrounding
go Ortega, of Pecos, N. M., who, on
diameter.
C. S. Lucero, San Rafael.
chair- - Sept. 5, 1906, made homestead
old 18th century mansion,
Mr. Downs is
ntrv
Lead ore from the Cerrillos min- magnificent
E. Martinez, Tierra Amarilla.
the Hotel de Biron, until recently the man of the committee. The commute No. 9885, for SE
and Lots
Wr. D. Patterson, Espanola.
ing district, 20 miles south of Santa home of the school conducted by the announces the following schedule of 2. 3, 4, Section 31, NW
Township 17 N.
Fe.
Flavio Valencia. San Ildefonso.
Sisters of the Sacred Heart. Acquired meetings and speakings throughout Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed
From the Williams Ranch, Tesu- by the state from the liquidate
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. River
r? of the country: La Luz 13th, Burro Flats notice of intention to make final fivs
que: a fine exhibit of fruit and vege- the estates of the religious orders
Taos.
14th, Alamogordo 16th, 17th, and 18th, year proof, to establish claim to the
s
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Garcia, Conejos tables, including the following
after the separation of Church and Cloudcroft 19th, and Mayhill 20th, land above described, before Register
of
of
Tompkins
apples:
King
Colorado.
tate, it is proposed to use it as a pal- - Weed 21st, Orogrande 24th, Alamogor- - or Receiver U. S. land office at Santa
County, Rambo, Pewaukee, Bell Flow- ace for the
Montezuma.
meetings of international do 25th, Tularosa 26th and 27th, Ala- Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October,
er, Northern Spy, Jonathan, Fall Pip conferences and to throw the
1911.
grounds mogordo 28th.
Mr. and Mrs. King, City.
pin, Black Ben Davis, Grimes Golden, open to the public.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rev. Abe Mulkey, the Texas evangeJohn Quigley, City.
Baldwin, Stamen Wine Sap.
It has been let out in apartments list, will arrive today to take charge
Jose Maria Ortega, Placido Armijo,
W. J. Henwood, Denver.
In the vegetable line are turnips, this summer, among its tenants
being of the union revival which Is being
Fernandez Armijo, and Gregorio
G. A. Richardson, Roswell.
seven
a
and
half
pounds, Rodin. The famous
weighing
sculptor found the conducted at the First Baptist church Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M.
J. E. Griffith, Blanco, Colo.
and measuring 25 inches in circum
MANUEL R. OTERO,
garden an excellent place to work in, and participated in by all the protest-an- t
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Ullery, Toledo,
ference; carrots 15 inches long; beats, and prevailed upon
Ohio.
Register.
churches of Alamogordo. Mr. Mul-ke17 inches long;
Hubbard squash,
to pose for him for his bust.
was expected here on October
R. J. Montandon, Peoria, 111.
American The artist became so interested in his
tomatoes,
watermelon,
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
J. C. Simmons, Virginia.
prize taker of onions, and Yellow sitter that he made not one but three 6th, but was detained on account of
the great interest manifested in a reJ. W. Benton, Trinidad.
Danvers onion.
which
of
will
either
busts, one'
figure
U. S. Land Oti.ce at Santa Fe, N. M.
F. A. Bridge, Wisconsin.
Quince from Manuel Valdes, San- at the aultumn Salon or at next vival which he was conducting.
Department of the Interior.
Mr. and Mrs. Speller, New York. ta Fe.
Sale.
Tag
Day
spring's Societe Nationale exhibition
A. H. Schmidt, Denver.
September 12, 1911.
The ladies of the civic league have
A curious shaped ear of corn from
Among the other tenants of the
Notice is hereby given that Ambro- n lue rePrts on their
A. G. Pettigrew, Chicago.
Rosario Crespin, Santa Fe.
t j"st J50"6" in
Hotel
Biron
de
Rouman
are
the
Max,
.
iMn, Pann nf flnlAnn AT
HjT
i
William Clafford, St. Louis.
Bale wu,cu was nla recenuy-Celery, turnips, carrots and onions
Matl- wJk
V
Henri
and
tragedian
in7
Th
from the New Mexico school for the sse.
J. L. Wilson, Denver.
No:
total $162.25, which
.b?eStea.d
H
probably the greatest living PostDeaf.
is a remarkably encouraging showing, 10616' for N x"2 NW J" S0- - 27. 8
painter.
Impressionist
22, township 13 N,
Take Your Common Colds Seriously.
Fine cantaloupes raised from gov
The civic league has three depart-- ! SW 4
Dickens Furore in Paris.
Common colds, severe and frequent, errment seed by F. Muller.
rang 6 E- - N- - M- - er'dian, has filed
in
ments,
the
having
charge
in
The
Dickens
Paris
cemetery,
passion
lay the foundation of chronic diseased
Jonathan, Ben Davis, Gravenstiea reached a climax with the perfor- the public free library and public im--, notlce ot ,ntentIon to mates final
conditions of the nose and throat, and Pound Pippin Springdale,
year Proof, to establish claim to the
We.U'hv. mance of "Monsieur Pickwick" at the
may develop into bronchitis, pneumo- Wine Sap, Iallman Sweet Black lwig. Athenee.
Creel has left for the repub- land above descrlDed, before register
was
Enrique
little
theatre
This
,
u- - s- - lanJ office at Santa
and
nia and consumption. For all coughs Fall Pippin, Shackelford, King,
lacked with notabilities at the Invi- lie of Mexico, after having spent sev- - Fe Nrceiver
M- - on tn
and colds in children and in grown
19tn day of October,
Pewaukee, Black Ben, Maiden tation first night, and judging from eral days here resting.
persons, take Foley's Honey and Tar Blush,. Alexander, Northern Spy, and the
19Vr
White Sand- - Picnic.
which followed the fall
applause
all
Missouri Pippin Apples, from F. M. of the
s
Compound promptly. For sale by
c,almant names as witnesses: Jose
The
ot the Sunday School
curtain, the new piece should
aano- - Bernardo
Jones of Santa Fe.
druggists.
of Grace M. E church will
Cano, Daniel
have a long and prosperous run.
tn
Quince, grapes and peaches from
The adaption of Mm. Duval and the White Sands tomorrow for a pic- Wright, Roberto Armijo, all of Golden
PAT LANE BROKE UP
Mrs. Charles Parsons, Santa Fe.
Charvay will be less likely, in the nic. Some ten oig vehicles .will be N. M.
UP CLUB MEETING.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Celery from Judge Moriarty of
opinion of critics, to appeal to genu- used to carry the party and, all day
Dickens lovers, armed with page-lon- will be spent at the sands, key. and
ine
Register.
Now His Wife Is Suing for Divorce
Femiol Beauty Pears from Mrs.
quotations, than to the fashion- MrB. Ed. LeBreton will go with the
on Account of His Great
H. D. Moulton.
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS,
able French Anglophile who is ready party.
r
Rudeness.
Quince and apples from A. C.
Supply just the ingredients needed
to accept whatever Is offered by the
Miss
Lelah
G. Nicholas, formerlvnf
Lemmon, S. D., Oct. 13. Patrick J.
Tesuque.
land of Shakespeare.
bUl!d
But, while of the
of the
f.trentn?n and restore
Insti- The Star of the New State made recessity many liberties have been tute faculty
Lane of this city has been sued for
th6 kidneysu and
for the Blind has accepted
""S
pos
on
37
which
the
of
20
ounces
Ellen
Lane
divorce by Mary
Pippin apples
PrePared
taken with the original scheme, It tion as teacher in the public school in ihp
40
pounds grown by Dr. Casner would be idle to deny the Ingenuity La Luz ranvnn
ground of cruelty. In her complaint weigh
headache, nervousness, rheuma- tlsm and aU kldneVj bladder ud nrl.
Mrs. Lane recites many instances on his Tesuque ranch.
with which the various incidents have
Persnal8.
A 15 inch ear of corn from Rafael been chosen and
t
nary Irregularities. For sale by all
wherein she considers he was cruel.
grouped
together.
The Alamogordo orchestrra will
give druggists.
The most interesting of all, however, Herrera, Las Polvaderas.
In an entertainment lasting three
Cucumbers from E. A. Paul of hours it would be
occurred in connection with a receputterly impossible
to expect more than a glimpse at the
tion the wife held for the Idle Hour La- Santa Fe.
oi most
Honey from W. M. Thompson
dies' Club of Lemmon three weeks
important figures in Dicken's
Lone had often been heard to Santa Cruz.
ago.
masterpiece.
R.
Blush
Maiden
from
apples
The scenry, to which special study
decry women's clubs, and his men achas been given, is unusual and ex
quaintances wondered what he'd do Douthitt, Santa Fe.
,
McCon-verybeet from J. C.
A 10
when Mrs. Lane entertained the Idle
tremely artistic, the black outlines
Santa Fe.
FOR- and flat tones producing an astonishFrom the. complaint it is apHours.
Carrots, turnips, cucumbers, canta- ing effect of unrealism. It was as if
parent that he did his best to make the
affair a failure. The papers recite that loupes, beets, broom corn, (9 feet a series of old popular English prints
4 inches tall), a 27 pound cabbage tad come to life. The
the members were gathered in the parquaint costumes
a 68 pound pumpkin from the pe- completed
and
this unique and very
lor eating ice cream when Lane, in
HAS BECOME KNOWN ALL OVER
charming effect.
his stocking feet, came into the room. nitentiary gardens, Santa Fe.
Yellow corn, pop corn and water
Plays on "David Copperfield"
and
In one hand he carried his pipe and
melon from the ranch of Dr. T. A. Mc- "Martin Chuzzlewit" are in rehears
WORLD
in the other a tin cuspidor. Placing
al and will be produced during the
the latter on the floor by the piano he Carthy at Pojoaque.
Dry farming oats from Marcelino coming season at two different Paris
sat down on the piano stool and began
Garcia y Segura of Cow Springs and theatres.
to smoke "some vile brand of tobacco." from
the Truchas Land and Lumber
A Useful Congress.
He punctuated his smoking with spitof Truchas.
The extraordinary results which
Company
ting. All the ladies put down their ice
Oats and wheat from Ellas Clark American investigators have attained
That will entirely neutralize and remove from the system all
cream plates, but one,. She kept on Alcalde.
in the mixing of vegetable species so
Lane
a
on
until
his
feet
placed
trace of alcoholic poison and render the drinker absolutely
eating
Corn from Rosario Crespin, Santa as to produce original and more usechair and said he understood hog chol- Fe.
ful varieties have been more discussfree from appetite, craving or desire for alcoholic beverages of
era was rampant in the next county.
Thirty apples on a small ranch, DO ed by the European members of the
kind whatsoever. It is administered
Then she quit. The guests then filed ii.ches long from Dr. Sloan of Santa International Genetic
any
than
Congress
out of the house.
Fe.
any other new material brought beWITHOUT
HYPODERMIC
INJECTIONS
Corn from Manuel O. Rodriguez of fore that body of savants at the conbUCHER IS NOMINATED
B.
F.
from
de
los
ference just ended in Paris.
Chamisos,
Arroyo
This
Every patient is benefitted mentally, morally and finanFOR THE LEGISLATURE. Morris, Santa Cruz and Frank Ortiz association deals with the
principles
cially.
Every organ of the body is brought into a more
of Santa Fe.
that underlie the propogation and deW. H. Bucher, formerly banker at
condition. The man's health is decidedly Improved.
Summer Squash, 10 Inches In dia- velopment of life both plant and anihealthy
Hillsboro, has been nominated for meter, from C. E. Linney, Santa Fe. mal, leading up in the end to the inTHE NEAL TREATMENT has been offically adopted by
the lower house of the legislature in Apples from Mrs. Fincke, Santa Fe. tricate research into the concious
the government of Australia and other state governments and
Sierra county. He was a delegate to Italian Chile from John Digneo, modification of the human species.
SIXTY-ON- E
the Republican state convention
at Santa Fe.
INSTITUTES are now in operation or opening in
Prince Roland Bonaparte, whose abLas Vegas.
Apples from W. L. Lindhardt, San- sorption in science has entirely withthe United States and foreign countries.
ta. Fe.
drawn him from politics, did much to
Literature and Full Information Will Be Furnished Upon Application- The Wonderful Peach, a late va make the present Congress a success,
of
most
the
which
He and Phillip Vilmorin, the secreripens when
riety
uiuterevitiu ua tnoaia Know
The Original Neal Three-Da- y
Cure.
other kinds are' gone, grown by ' J tary, are in favor, on account of the
about the wonderful
i
MARVEL Whirling Spray Weltmer, Santa Fe.
of
work of Americans,
interesting
new
CALL
OR
IM
fcrriai.
WRITE
Sheep nose, northern spy, Red Iwlg holding the next meeting projected
Best MoitconTen- VWlaSS" JIS
and Bell Flower apples and Wild for 1915 in San Francisco, that Is durGoose Plums from V. Schafranka, of ing the exposition year. Walter T.
t your drugglft for It.
Rinconada.
Swingle of the Deparment of Agricul..apply uk
m
Tim
An Italian squash, 40 inches long, ture, one of the delegates of the
nth., twit MnA Itifflll for
m
lad. II I rrm
lllnaMtMl hnak
512 North Second St. Phone, J2I,
United States Government, pursuaded
foil putlculwa nd direction. In- ALBUQUERQUE, N. AI,
wlnT.I n
If 4 If VKL CO.
(Continued on page seven.)
W XWVB.
many of the European members to
44 laM IMlMA
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THE

PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL HOLIDAY

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct. M4,I9II

CURTIS

AVIATION

MEET

"BULL" DUtfHAM STAKE FOR 2:12 PACERS
" Bull " Durham Day, Friday, Oct.
13.
This stake was given by the

to be raced

BLACK-.WELL-

'S

DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

BASEBALL

EVERY DAY

EXCITING

HORSE RAGES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTtI, President.

JOHN B.iMcMANUS,

Secretary-Manage-

ROSWELL AUTO CO. .ROSWELL
Carrying the V. 8. mall and pas
angers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison.
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. ra, sr
rive in Roswell at ?:00 p. ra.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a- m., arrive in Vaughn at 5:3C p. m.
To-pek-a

-

r

THE

AS

The Only Cure

;

'

M, N

to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
each regular ticket, excess baggags
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs
Special rates are given for excur
slons, for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J. W STOCKARD,

The Neal Treatment
ALCOHOLISM

Birdmen " of International Repute will th( ill the crowd
for three days, October II, 12 and 13

$1, 000

1-- 2

MAN Aft EP

Every Vionsn
Trll

mi
Utttiyf

NEAL INSTITUTE
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ity in the history of the county. In
county that statement means
.much; it means a result which will
(help make the result in the state
look like a land-slidColfax County in Line.
There is a strong Democratic vote
in Colfax county, and the local Democratic leaders are making a vigoRepublican Prospects Are rous campaign. The county, however, will give something more than
Growing Brighter
the usual Republican majority. Col
Every Day
in the
fax county people believe
camsquare doal. The
paign of the Democratic state organiCOUNTIES
SOLID zation is turning a good many DemoNORTHERN
crats toward the Republican ranks,
while it is causing every Republican
Even Quay and Guadalupe Have to get into his fighting clothes and
! hustle.
Fallen Into Line the
Union County Aroused.
Past Week.
In Union county the Republican
Santa Rosa, N. M., Oct. 14 If a party is united and confident. Local
in-doubt ever existed of the success of leaders say that the county will ma- i
crease
normal
the
Republican
the Republican state ticket at the
na
more than 200 votes
polls on November 7th, that doubt jority by a few of these will be
has been dispelled by the first week that not votes.
of H. O. Bursum's campaign in northQuay County in Doubt.
ern and northeastern New Mexico.
Mr. Bursum began the campaign with
In Democratic Quay county the Rethe Las Vegas meeting on Monday publican candidate and his party relast. Since that time he has addres- ceived a reception which for enthused the people of Mora, Colfax, Union siasm was astonishing. Something
Quay and Guadalupe counties. He has has happened in Quay county during
met them personally and he has re- the past few years. Whether it is
ceived assurance of personal support because incoming population has been
and loyalty to the Republican cause Republican and outgoing population
which guarantees success and a Re- Democratic;
unfortuna-'whether
publican vote in these counties that mismanagement of county affairs by
will surprise the most sanguine pre Democratic officers; whether the peodiction of the campaign managers ple question the wisdom of entrusting
Mr. Bursum and the campaign party state affais to Democratic hands; oi
will remain here today meeting the whether all of these causes, it is cerpeople who have come to greet the tain that from an everwhelmlngly
candidate from all parts of the coun- Democratic county, Quay county righi.
ty. Bringing him word of enthusiastic now is satisfactorily close to being in
column. Two big
backing which places Guadalupe the Republican
county in the Republican column bj meetings were held in the opera
a convincing majority. Sunday the house at Tucumcari on Thursday.
party will be in Vaughn and the fe-- Both were attended by enthusiastic
Binder of the coming week will be crowds.
spent in the counties of
Romero, Mills and Mann.
New Mexico.
Mr. Bursum was supported here bT
Popular Resentment.
Secundlno Romero, candidate for SeFrom the opening meeting in Las cretary of S'ate, Governor Mills and
until the meeting he.--e last Jiirtge E. A. Mann. Every speakct
Vegas
the Republican candid'.! has was given the kind of greeting that
Mgbben greeted by enthusiastic crowiis warms the heart. There is none oi
in
It has been a spontaneous outpouring the
"progresslveness"
of the peole at every stop. There Quay county. There are no sorehave been no torch light processions, heads; no seekers after vindications;
no band concerts; no vaudeville feat- no disappointed job hunters. Every
ures. The simple announcement that Republican is standing straight up for
Bursum was to speak has been the ticket and more than that, is out
enough. The very bitterness of the working for its success. There is
attacks which have been made against likely to be a surprising result in
Bursum seem to have aroused the Quay county on election day.
people of these northern counties to a
Guadalupe is Solid.
determination to elect him by a ma
In Guadalupe,
ordinarily a very
and
for
good,
jority which will silence
outlook is the most
md close county, inthe recent
rebuke, the use of villification
years. The
mud and falsehood as campaign weap- encouraging
county is certain to be in the Repubons in the new state.
lican column
and from the stateLive Issues.
ments
here by the people
brought
adThe candidate in his numerous
who have come in from almost every
dresses has given his time chiefly to
to meet the candidate for
the discussion of live state issues; precinct
mato those questions in which the peo governor, the prospect is for a on
which will place this county
jority
He
most
deeply interested.
pie are
Republican side for years to
has outlined the policies in the Re- the
come.
he
which
be
will
platform,
publican
A Big Week.
charged as the first state executive
All in all the opening week of Mr.
with carrying out, and he has pledged
Bursum's campaign has been far
himself to carry them out in a man- more
gratifying than could have been
which
ner and with a thoroughness
New expected by the most optimistic of
will satisfy every citizen of
his supporters. It has been a big
Mexico. Mr. Bursum is making his
week for the cause of the Republican
without
any flights
campaign pledges
In New Mexico. It spells succf oratory. He is talking to the peo- party
cess. The week has demonstrated
e
ple with the plain, every day
that there stands behind Mr. Bursum
of the every day business man.
the united strength of the Republican
And at every meeting he has left the
in six big counties; that he has
party
will
his
firm conviction that
pledge
confidence of the rank
the
complete
canbe carried out. The Republican
but and file; that he has not only not lost
is
didate
dealing briefly
with
the cam- the gift of making friends in person
most effectively
are being and from platform, a gift which has
which
slanders
paign
made him so valuable as the leader
broadcast
scattered
against him of campaigns for other men, hut that
Democratic
campaign the
by the
gift is stronger than ever in the
managers. He is pointing out the first campaign he has made in the
motive for the campaign of lies, the state in his own behalf.
desperate need of the Democrats for
a campaign issue which has forced)
SANTA FE HAS A FAIRp.
them to rely solely upon mud slingbut
has
he
and
briefly
quoted
ing,
Continued from Page Six.
comprehensively the public records,
which
disprove from Mrs. Tom
open to every man,
Parsons, Santa Fe
the charges against him in every deCucumbers from Mrs. S. Nusbaum,
tail. There is no man among the of
Santa Fe.
thousands who have heard H. O. BurTobacco from Andres C. de Baca,
six
the
sum speak during
days La
past
Cienega.
but has gone away convinced that
Watermelons from the Tesuque Inthe man has been made the victim dians.
of the most sinister and cowardly atfrom F. L. Frazier, Santa
tack in the history of New Mexico Fe.Squash
the
viclousness
of
is
the
politics. It
Squash and onions from Dr. J, H.
attack that is making it ineffective.
If Bursum is the man he has bee i Sloan Santa Fe.
A nine pound sugar
beet from
painted by the Democratic campaign- Jacobo Montoya.
ers and newspapers, say the people,
44
pumpkin from J. D. Sehe would long since have been out Aand pound
13
a
na
pumpkin from the
pound
of public life. The people of New
S. Indian school.
Mexico are not fools, nor are tiiey V.
Turquoise Too.
cowards, and a man so charged if
A fine sample of Turquoise from
- been
since
have
would
long
guilty,
15
convicted and retired forever. But the mine of Kaune and Muller,
miles south of Santa Fe.
here, they say, Is H. 0. Bursum, canC.
didate of the Republican party for Flowers from J. C. McConvery,Fe.
first governor of the new state, the E. Linney and F. Muller, SantaGolden
Staymen Wine Sap, Grimes
highest honor the party could confer, Black
Ben Davis; Jonathan, Rome
assured of election; backed in his
Starks Delicious and Mamcampaign by the most able, most fear- Beauty,
G.
less and strongest men in the s'ate: moth Black Iwig apples, from R.
Cobbett of Tesuque.
to
a
his
prove
single
opponents
daring
charge against him, and moving calm- WHEAT AND CORN SAGGED
malting
ly on his way to success;
ON CHICAGO MARKET.
scores of new friends each day. adReto
of
scores
th.
supporters
ding
Oats Given Upward Turn by Speculapublican cause Reasoning thus tho
tive Buying Provisions
through
people of the communities
Were Firm.
which he has travelled during the
past week and turning to Mr. Bur
eum with an enthusiasm which in- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, 111., Oct. 14. With anothet
sures not only their votes, but their
sized increase expected in the
good
Influence and backing until election
visible supply this week, the wheat
day. The campaign of lies is reactmarket today seemed inclined to sag.
ing already, and the campaign is
The opening was
lower to
begun.
only
at
December
started
up.
In
8an Miguel.
Sweeping Victory
to 99
a loss of a shade to
Throughout the northeastern coun- 99e
99c. The close
and fell to 98
ties the situation has been found
net lower for December at
much more favorable to the Republi- was
s
can cause than had been anticipated. 98
J
Corn
off despite the wet
eased
Aside from the few
"progres
sives" in East Las Vegas, men who weather. December opened unchangto 64
down at 64
have never been loyal to any cause, ed to
and declined to 64
The
San Miguel county Republicans are
to
net lower foi
united as never before. If all signs market closed
may be trusted San Miguel county December at 04
will return a. Republican
majority ' A little speculative buying gave oatg
December
started unwhich will astonish even the local an upturn.
and advanced to
leaders who are making the most vi- changed at 47
gorous campaign the county has ever 4748c.
known. It is the kind of work that
Lightness of offerings made provisions firm. Initial sales were at last
means sweeping victory,
Will
be
Big. night's level to 7 c higher with JanMora County Majority
In Mora county, Republican suc- uary at 15.30 for pork; 8.80 for lard,
cess is assured by the biggest major and 7.95 for ribs.
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POLITICS AND POLITICIANS!

Democratic Judicial Nomination.
The Democrats after much seaT'i
ing and caucusing with the handfu
of Progressives, are likely to- nominate M. T. Dunlavy of Santa Fe for
the judgeship, throwing down E. S.
Whitehead of Aztec, because White!
head is a Baptist minister.
-

form in this election.
It should take the people into its
"
confidence, "the dear, .sovereign
it has overworked so long, and
tell them the right ticket to vote
for in order that honesty and right
may prevail and in order that they
may not be misled by those honest but
misguided individuals who can not
s
it the Journal's way. Albuquerque Daily Herald.
pee-pul-

His Master's Voice.
Journal Democrat devotes
pearly all of its front page to a large
and extremely fine cut of W. C. McThe Land Barons.
Donald, the Cattle Baron's candidate
The Hon. W. C. McDona'.d, Den.o- on the Democratic
for governor
jcratic candidate for governor. l.a cat-- I
ticket.
tie companies financially controlled by
The cut is quite a work of art in its cattle barons of Europe never have re.
sum
cost
of
a
line and it
money. sided in New Mexico, Hon. Herbert J.
quite
Figuring that the Caitle Barons Hagerman and his South Springs Cat-- ,
paid the Journal Democrat at space tie concern, have at present leased
rates for publishing the cut, it was from the
territory of New Mexico 50.-quite a profitable investment.
809.73 acres of the public domain and
The average editor in a Democratic
they own and control in one way and
county, where candidates are plentievery drop of water on thai
ful, usually is quite content with a another,
land.
two column cut from each of "the
They cloak themselves piously beboys" and he modestly charges them hind a
charge of land grab on the part
ten dollars including the "write-up.- "
of Republicans
especially Hon. Mr.
But the Journal Democrat is not
content with the staid old rate estab- H. O. Bursum, the Republican nominee
conlished by the Silver City Independent for governor on whom they are forand some more of the old line Demo centrating their fight and using
The Journal Demo- eign money to do it with, in an effort
cratic papers.
crat is doing the progressive stunt to get control of the public domain
It makes the cat- themselves for the cattle interests of
with a vengeance.
tle barons come up with a five column Europe.
Mr. Bursum has leased from New
cut and it makes them cough up in
Mexico state lands, but 7,079 acres,
proportion.
As Mr. McDonald is not particular-- and nearly all of it is incapable of culwell known In New Mexico it is tivation and devoid of water.
Mr. Bursum, Mr. Hubbell and Mr.
doubtless thought advisable to get his
Luna combined, have leased from the
photograph before the voters. acres of land-a- bout
As before stated, the cut is quite a territory 15,220.59
of the amount held
work of art a striking pose and one
that Mark Anthony had nothing on by the foreign cattle barons and by
when he was delivering that famous Hagerman and his Democratic stockoration over the dead body of Ceasar holders.
Nor is this all. A careful study of
still it must have cost quite a
sum to get it onto the front page and the situation shows that nearly two-- .
the Journal Democrat is likely to thirds of all public lands, leased in
make some of its regular advertisers New Mexico, are held by Mr. McDon
sore if they think that a new and un- ald, his foreign cattle barons, Mr.,
tried purchaser of publicity has brokand by prominent Democrats
en into the field and landed upon the
It now becomes plain where the
front page the first shot out of the Democratic slush fund originates. It
box.
now becomes plain where the fight for
The cut is all right it is a little the election of Mr. McDonald comes
too fine screened to print up as well from.
as it should which makes the foreign
If the Democrats get into power in
baron's favorite son look a trifle New Mexico, the Thornton , adminis-- I
is
at
and
but
that it
confused,
hazy
tration will be merely a bagatelle to
doubtless good advertising at this what will
happen to the state treasury
time if the rate wasn't too high and
the public domain. Never was a
the regular advertising patrons of the jand
more gigantic scheme originated
by
sheet can stand for it. Albuquerque the Democratic
cattle kings than the
Herald.
plot hatched to gain control of the public lands of New Mexico by getting
Tell the Gentle Reader.
control of the first states government.
Will the Journal Democrat kindly
Take as a sample of Democratic
It
tell the public where It stands?
land
management, the history of the
has said it was against Holm O. Bursum for governor, against gang rule, public lands in the great state ot
Texas a state solidly Democratic
against Prof. A. B. Stroup, against since
its birth.
in
in
fact, against
dishonesty
politics,
The first thing that Texas did was
everything.
Now will the Journal
Democrat to give away its finest state land for
Is it pos- a mere fraction of its value and today
kindly name its ticket.
sible that both the Republicans and Texas, one of the great Democratic
Democrats, the Progressives and So- states of the union stands as a horri
cialists have nominated tickets that ble example of the Democratic policy
the Journal Democrat cannot sup- of land administration.
Texas only today is beginning to
port?
Her
Everybody knew the Journal Demo cut up her big tracts of land.
crat and its little gang of bosses state lands have been absorbed almost
would be against Mr. Bursum; they j to an acre, where they were considealways have been against him, harp- red valuable. Today, Texas, realizing
ing and crying on an issue that they too late that great land owners with
know to be untrue and that Mr. Bur- nothing upon the land but herds o;
sum's friends know to be untrue. cattle, can not and do not advance a
that the Journal state, bring people into the country,
Everybody knew
Democrat would be against Mr. make homes, build up an assessable
Stroup, because Mr. Stroup declined wealth nor provide homes, is doing
to receive "his orders" from the Jour everything in her power to induce imnal Democrat and Its gang of political migration and cut up the .immense cathybrids.
tle ranches.
Everybody knew the Journal Demo
And the Texas
seeking
crat would be for Mr. McDonald be new ranges are cattlemen,
turning towards the
cause H. J. Hagerman, part owner great
plains and mesas of New Mexiof the Journal Democrat said that co. If Mr. McDonald is
elected, the
was the line up.
public lands of New Mexico will be
But surely the Journal Democrat cattle
ranges they will not be farms,
must have a ticke to of some kind
with homes and valuable impeopled
can
that it
While everysupport.
provements.
body knew the Journal Democrat was
In the great state of Texas, a Demdoing a little kicking for whatever
gave
there might be in it for the Journal ocratic state administration
still no one suspected three million acres of land for the
Democrat,
of the state capital. That
that the Journal Democrat might kick construction
too long and not leave itself a soft land today is worth probably on an average of $100 an acre. But the people
place to drop Into.
On the Democratic ticket, It is true, of the state of Texas never got the
there is H. B. Fergusson, about whom benefit of it. Tbe assessable valuathe Journal Democrat said all the det- tion of that land today, had it been
rimental things it could say during devoted to the homesteader and setthe constitutional
election and at tler instead of to the cattle barons
various other times.
There is also and the speculators, would have been
the balance of the slate fixed up by worth, in taxable wealth, enough to
Felix Martinez, the El Paso boss, build several capitols in Texas and
about whom the Journal Democrat maintain them for years to come.
The Democratic plunderbund, when
could not say mean things enough
when Don Felix was in the newspaper it started its cry of land grab, started
business In Albuquerque.
something that is a boomerang for it
Of course, there
was gang rule can not deny its long record both in
in the Democratic convention and the state of Texas arid in New Mexiall kinds of it as the Journal Demo- co.
crat well knows and most of the Despite the fact that Texas had
nominees are men that the Journal more public lands than probably any
Democrat has toasted to a political other state in the Union, it is Just now
shade of brown from time to time.
after years of juggling by the DemoThere is the Hon. Judge William R. cratic politicians in that state, by the
McGill, and his remarks before the cattlemen and speculators, that the
committee In Washington, and the poor man, willing and anxious to till
Journal Democrat has only to refer the soil, can secure a few acres on
back to Its files of a month ago and which to live and produce the necessisimply recopy what it printed then to ties of life.
show the confiding public what it
The only danger of a land grab in
really and truly thinks about the New Mexico is from the type of men
eminent jurist from the beautiful lit- who dominated the Democratic state
tle city of La Lande.
convention at Santa Fe, and who have
There is also the Hon. Summers seen the benefits to be
accrued by
Burkhart, and turning back a few the few land
grabbers who made pubmonths further in its files, the Jour- lic land in Texas
a myth.
nal Democrat can simply repeat 'again
The election of Holm O. Bursum is
told
its readers at that time
what it
being opposed because Mr. McDonald
in order to let them know where It and
his friends know well, there will
stands on the question of Mr. Burk- he no land
grab by any one, if Mr. Bjr-suhart
can prevent it. Foreign money,
is
A.
Hon.
the
A.
there
Then,
Jones,
money
Democratic national committeeman, Texas money and California
are in the fight against Holm O. Bur
who, with Don Felix Martinez is runsum. Albuquerque Herald.
ning the whole show. Turning back
to its files but a few months ago, Foley's Kidney Remedy vc a
Hopeless
the Journal Democrat can again reCase.
It
then said as to Mr. Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I
print what
Jones and tell the voters - what it had a severe case of kidney trouble
thinks about him trying to run for the and could not work and my case
U. S. Senate.
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
The list continues indefinitely, but Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
the cases cited ought to be sufficient I have never been bothered since. I
to arouse the Journal Democrat that always recommended it." For sate by
It has a great and lofty duty to pep all druggists.
The
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PAGE SEVEN

PlayersiWAN

Plays

FOR SALE (iood tent, cheap.
New Mexican.

A newspaperman,
through his con- i.s much popularity in this city as it
stant contact with people, loams the ll'iis elsewhere. This play comes to
the Elks Theater Thursday night,!
peculiarities of human nature much j Oc tober 19.
faster than any other people. Human
"Polly of the Circus."
nature, when studied, is extremely
After years of effort, a success h;u
funny. At any rate Campbell B. Ca,
.finally been achieved in the attempt
with the New
sad, a newspaperman
reproduce on the stage of a theatre
York Herald, found human
nature jto
s three ring circus in active opera
more
decidedly funny, but he was
will be
tion, and local theatre-goerthoughtful than many other, for he Ueattd to one of the theatrical sensahas placed his findings in a song farce
tions of recent years when Miss Ida
entitled "Don't Lie To Your Wife," St. Leon in Frederic
Thompson's
and with the well known comedian, '
Polly of the Circus" comes to the
Dave Lewis, handling the funny siElks Theatre on Thusday,
October
tuations, under the management of
where it will be presented in
Rowland and Clifford, the entertain- 21th,
identically the same manner that
ment, as far as its richness is conenthusiastic crowds to the Licerned, may be guessed at.
berty Theatre, in New York City, for
Chicago laughed many months at one solid year. Never before has so
this play during irs long run at the elaborate and successful an attracLewis tion been brought here, and "Polly
Whitney Opera House. Mr.
surrounded by an excellent east, of the Circus" already promises
to
and the offering promises to develop establish new records for attendance

FOR RENT Six roomed brick coU
Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.
I.MHES Send for" catalog of relia'ilj
toilet drug and rubber specialties.
South St.,
Supply Co.,
Newark, N. J.
WANTED Bright man or young
lady to handle our goods to the Hotels
in Arizona. Fine opportunity, pe
mar.eiit situation. W. have been In
this business twenty-fivyears. Address for full particulars. Hatch Hotel
Register Co.. Iks Moines. Iowa.
UA.Vi'ElJ 1'ay or T oara"at1start""to
learn trades. Automobiles, Electricity, Bricklaying, plumbing, by actual
work on jobs. Only few months reNo apprenticeship drudgery.
quired.
200 students last year. Catalogue
free. United Trade School, Los Angelas.

tae.
Col-Ma-

I

s

PROFESSIONAL

TYPEWH'TERS.
B. Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supGenito urinary Diseases.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
THE WASSERMAN & NOOl'CM' and rented. Standard makes hammed All repair work and typewrites guarTESTS. SAI.VARSAN "606"
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
ADMINISTERED.
Phone 231.
change.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

CARDS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys
Chemical and Microscopical ExPractice in tje Distri t Court as
WANTED Canvassing Agents at
well as before the Supreme Court oi aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions once for the sale of "Compendium ot
the territory.
New Mexico. for collecting specimens given or Everyday Wants," the book of geLas Cruces,
neral necessity, price $l.fiO; also for
application.
"The Devil's Bride," a wonderful re- C. VY. G. WARD
State Nat. Bank Bid;., Albuquerque N M ligious allegory, price $1.00. Either
Territorial District Attorn y
outfit sent postpaid for 10 cents. 50
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
per cent commission to agents. Big
New
Mexico.
11 Vegas,
Dentist
sellers. Address A. B. KUHLMAN,
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
Publisher, 136 West St., Chicago, 111.
E. C. ABBOTT
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Attorney-at-LaPhone Red 6.
Practice in the District and SuOffice Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m.
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
And by Appointment
attention given to all business.
MASONIC.
New Mexico
Eanta Fe.
After exposure and when you feel
Montezuma
Lodge
a cold coming on, take Foley's Honey
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
G. W. PRICHARD
and Tar Compound. It checks and reRegular communilieves. Use no substitute. The genAttorney and Counsellor at Law
cation first Monday
In
all
Practice
thr Dhtrlct Court' uine in a yellow package always For
of each month at
and give special attention to cases sale by all druggists.
Masonic - Hall
at
before the Territorial Supreme Court
7.30.
The New Mexican Priming ComOffice: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M
H. H. DORMAN,
pany has prepared civil and criminal
Master
dockets especially for the use of JusHARRY D. MOULTOH
CHAS. E. LINNE'S. Secreta.T.
tices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, In
Santa Fe Chapter No.
Attorney-at-Laeither Spanish or English, made of
R. A. M. Regular
1,
good record paper, strongly and durconvocation second
ably bound, with leather back and
Monday of each month
covers and canvas sides, hall full
Santa Fe, N. M.
at Masonic Hall at
index in front and the fees ot justice
7:30 p. m.
ot the peace and constables printed
Formerly Special Agent, Q. L. O.
JOHN H. WALKER.
Land Claims and Contests a Speclalt.f In full on tbe first page. The pages
H. P.
Combined Civil and Crimib.ai . . 4.0C
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
10
books
are
inches.
These
art
Chas. R. Eaaley
Chas. F. Easley.
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
Santa Fe Commander
separate of 3! pages each, or with
at
Law.
Attorneys
No. 1, K. T. Regular
In one
bound
and
criminal
both
elvll
Practice in the courts and befor
conclave fourth Mon- 80 pajes civil and 320 pag
book,
Land Department
criminal. To Introduce them they art
day in each month at
Land grants and titles examined,
Masonic Hall at 7:38
offered at the following prices
Santn Fe. N. M., branch Office Estan-- j
p. m.
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
N.
M.
cia,
CHAS. A. WHEELOV El C.
For 45 cents actional tor a single W. E.
Kecorder.
GRIFFIN,
docket, or 6b cents additional for a
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
sent
be
will
combination
docket,
.
they
Attorneys-at-LawSanta Fe ixidge ot
Practice in all the Courts and Be- by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
Perfection No. 1, 14th
order. Stats
full must accompany
fore the Interior Department.
degree. Ancient and Acplainly whether English or Spanish
New Mexico.
Taos,
cepted Scottish Rite of
printed heading is wanted.
Free Masonry meets on
H. L. ORTIZ,
the third Monday of each month
TO AND FROM ROSWELL
in
Connections made with Automobile at 7:30 o'clock in the evening
Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaMasonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
for
line
at
dally
Rosvell,
Vaughn
before
courts
all
the
io
Practicing
l
Visiting f cotish Rite Masons are corAutomobile leaves Vaughn for
the Territory.
l
dially invited to attend.
at 8:30 a. m. ttnd arrives at
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
New Merice
Santa Fe
at 3:30 p. m. Automonile leaves
Venerable Master.
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
are Between Santa F and Torrance HENRY F. STEPHENS, 82
PROBERT & COMPANY
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Secretary.
Investments
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on auto
Laids, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
B. P. O. E.
noblle y wire. J. W 9ockard.
Money Loaned for Investors
Santa Fe Lodge No.
We have for sale general stocks ot
460, B. P. O. E. holds
Yard LET THE WANT
Retail Lumber
Merchandise,
DO IT.
its
COLUMN
regular session on
and other Business
Opportunlliei
A good live advertisement In tho
the second and fourth
throughout Tact county.
of each
Want column of the New Mexican will
Wednesday
Bank References Furnished
month. Visiting brothNew Mexico. rent any property that is rentable.
Taos,
ers are lnviteu and
There is always some one that wants
welcome.
what you have got, but you must let
them know It
CARL A. BISHOP.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Are You a Seller? An aavertlse- Secretary.
ment in the classified columns of the
Phone, 216 Red
New Mexican will put your real estate
PLAZA
SIDE
WEST
OFFICE,
on 'he market effectively. It will put
Phone, 220 Black
the facts of your property before tbr
OFFICE HOURS, 1 to 3 P. M.
eyes ot all possible buyers.
j

j

j

Fraternal Societies

j
j

j

i

Ros-wel-

Ros-wel-

,-

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
Its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.

Every Room

in the House
Evenly
Heated by

GEO. W. PRICHARD.

President

i

Using

C. J. NEIS,

Secretary.

ht
Cole's Original
Wood Heaters
Air-Tig-

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

AND

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thnra

Cole's Spiral Radiators
The children's room
upstairs, the floor throughout the house All perfectly heated using this
remarkable
radiator.
All

C.

Q. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs. Dais?

Tanner.

heater and

Santa Fe Camp
13514,

this heating can be

done using wood, rubbish,
corn cobs and lighter fuel.
Fire is never out from
fall until spring.
Allow us to explain to
you the "Reasons why"
we believe Cole's Origis the best
inal
wood heater made.
Just the heater you
need Buy one now.

m

days, Fireman's
Hall. H. Foreman,

bors welcome.

CHaS.

aft- -'

piste
ei Heaters
Prises $S and up.

Wood-Davi- s

Hardware Co.,

AGFNTS, SANTA FE, N. M.

5 Tim it Each

A.

Consul

Santa Fe Camp No.
6373. R. N. A. meets
fourth Tuesday ot
each month; so- cifl meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'
HalL

Vlsltinf

neighbors welcome.
NETTIE VICKROY,

Air tight Always.
Only

W.

cial meeting tLird
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. Vlsting neigh.

U G. WHITTIER,
A. RISING. ClerV.

Air-Tig- ht

Set

M.

meets second Tuesday each month, so

FLORENCE RISING,
Recorder.
-

:,'

Oracle.

!

FAGS EIGHT

THE SANTA
SGCUL

N--

Andrews "Cash" no.4

4

GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

MARKET

"EMPRESS FLOUR"
Guaranteed

11

the Best and Whitest Made.

MEATS Jhe Best
BAKERY

GOODS-T-

That Money Will Buy

HE

BEST

OF EVERYTHING.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

WE RECOMMEND

MFATS
Phone No. 4.

TO YOU THE

IE

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, JJ. M.

MjDTCRW

The Wai.ace Cljb is meeting this
afternoon at the home of Mrs. H. D
Voiiltnn.
Congressman II. D. Flood anived
(his morning on So. 3 from his hoi;;e
in
Va., and
has spent
a
ty day meeting local citizen.;.
Mr. Flood expressed himself as well
l 'faici with the Gate City of the iww
siaii- - and anticipates a phi is.sk:
;;- journ with the people of Uncle Sam's
latest and best commonwealth.
Raton Range.
Mr. h. Irving Couse, a famous
Indian
painter of landscapes and
and
pictures, was in Raton today
left on No. 10 for his home in New
York after having spent the past
several weeks at Taos, engaged in- bis art. Mr. Couse has several famous paintings which now grace large
art galleries in the east, among them
being "The Treasure Jar," "Santa
Clara Pottery," "The White Goose:
"The Magic Pool," all of them being

The kind of a watch that will give you, your son, your grandson, accurate time under all conditions, because it is
We have them the regular sires and the NEW PRECISION
VERITHIN MODELS FOR MEN AND WOMEN cased in an endless variety of distinctive, original 14 and 18kt.
gold cases. We ask
the favor and privilege of showing you our assortment.

"It's the Watch
V

ID'S
92...Phone ..92

nt

repair-departme-

SWEET PEAS,

JAMES C. McCONVERV,

DAVID LOWITZKI,

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
Phone, Black 204.

Second-Han-

415 Palace Avenue.

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,
Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges,
Highest Cash Price Paid for
New and

ti

56 BLACK.

I

Second-Han-

d

..MILLINERY..

k.
Goods-

-

Goods Soid on Easy Payments.

Second-Han-

Santa Fe, X. M.,
1911. For New Mexicjj-aitonight and Sunday.

r

''

Meal
"time

X

j.X

xxxxxxnxxxxxxxxx

East Palace avenue.
Heating Stoves for Hard and Soft
Coal, or Wood and Coke at Goebels.
See the New Operator at the Elks
tonight.
Lovers of flowers, it will pay you to
look up the advertisement of the
Gardens on this page.
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,
Clar-edo-

88S

brings deliqht

Girl Wanted for Housework Wanted a girl for general housework at 403

when, ike biscuits

11
have be en. made wi thl

n

188.

See the change of the advertisement
Julius Gerdes. His specialty is the
latest styles of
dresses. See
page five.
Buy monuments and iron fences
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gordon Smith leti
for Denver and the east yesterdr.y, from Bills Bros., 771 Broadwp.y, Denand will visit in St'. Paul, and Lyie ver. P. A. Sandoval, Santa Fe, local
representative.
Minn., and Sturgeon Bay, Wis.,
Albuquerque Defeated Santa Fe.
their return. Mr. Smith expecls
to be here about the first of
the Santa Fe's team was defeated at Almonth, and Mrs. Smith will rettiin buquerque yesterday by a score of
The 14 to 4. El Paso defeated Dawson
when she gets good and ready!
Pantagraph will be in charge of Stan- 8 to 4.
See the advertisement of the Wood-Davi- s
ley A. Fontz and J. Frank Cams durcompany on page "7. This is
ing the absence of Mr. Smith. Wa&-othe kind of weather that you cannot
Mound Pantagraph.
afford to take a chill during the cool
evening.
Boy Scouts on Hike Scoutmaster
FLOOD WILL BE
X
HERE ON MONDAY.
X J. A. Rolls today took the boy scouts
S out on a nike. They took with them
s
lunch
the raw material lor a
On Monday evening
at 8
which will be served in the woods.
H. D.
o'clock, Congressman
An adjourned meeting of the .ModFlod will address the public in
the Hall of Representatives at X ern Woodmen of America will be held
the Capitol.
Monday night October 16 at the
Elks
Hall. A big class will be adoptXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS ed and
all members are urged to
C. A. Rising, clerk.
come.
Woman Died Suddenly Returning
from a visit to neighbors, at Vetnis,
southern Santa Fe county, Mrs. Laura
Hogue, exclaimed to her husband, H
P. Hogue: "I am feeling ill" and expired. Her husband and two child-

DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.
Dealer iu New and

XKXXXXXSSXXXXX
Oct. 11.

of

one-piec- e

CREAM

Ti

I

1 A iDure.Cream

I

SANTA FE, N. M.

LADIES, LET US MAKE YOUR NEW HATS.
WE KNOW
THAT YOU WILL BE PLEASED

for we have a very pretty line of materials and a very thorough experience back of us. You positively cannot duplicate our workmanship or prices elsewhere in Santa Fe.
125

Palace

Aenfe.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

S

ffc

ren survive.

More Ideal Days. Yesterday was a
perfect day and so is today and so
will be tomorrow, according to the
maximum
Weather Bureau. The
temperature was 69 degrees, the minimum 41 degrees. The relative humidity was 47 per cent, 'i
Club Meeting. The Young People's
Social Club will meet this evening
at the home of Miss Dorothy Hayward
on Johnson street and all members
are requested to be present as there
will be important matters to come u;
for consideration.
See Wifey's New Hat at the Elks
It's a laugh. . :
tonight.
For Alleged house Breaking Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomez arresiei
Sibero Encino on College street, this
city, last night on the cnarge of
breaking into the house of Mrs. Andrea Barella. Encino will be given
a hearing this afternoon before Jus- -

of Tartar I

Baking Powder

i

Made from Grapes

first-clas-

for You."

NOTE Perfect service in our watch
is our hobby. Try it.

1 Z

Ml
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PITZ, THE JEWELER

1

e

X
X
X

MIL!

n

THE FINEST PRACTICAL POCKET TIMEPIECE MADE IN THE
WORLD

i'f--

Range.
The Fifteen Club met Friday afternoon with Mrs. N. 15. Laughlin, Mrs.
Thomas presiding. The program consisted of original greetings to the Club
in answer to the roll call. Miss Mas-siread a paper on the Garden of the
East. Mis. Asphind read a story,
"Phoebe and Ernest." Current Events
followed. The club then adjorned to
meet October 27 with Mrs. Marsh,
Mrs. Walter to preside.
After having held rousing political
G.
V.
meetings in Santa Rosa, C.
Ward, Charles A. Spiess and David J.
Leahy returned 10 Las Vegas last
On their return trip they ran
night.
into a large flock of quail and brought
in a good number of the birds, which
were enjoyed by them and their families today. They made the trip in an
Secundino Romero reautomobile,
mained in Santa Rosa. Las Vegas vp-ti-

THE

e

92.. ..Phone.. ..29

O'S

f

i

artistic portrayals of Indian' Studies.
Mr. and Mrs. Couse are planning an!
early return to Taos in the spring of
1912, to continue their work. Raton

(Continued from Page Five.)
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1911.

ments and upon completion of same
tice Alarid.
Just tlie same as past two shows will occupy premises as a home. The
at the Tomorrow
(Sunday) night sale was made by Joseph B. Hayward,
Lovers of Base ball will see a good manager.
game on the College grounds tomorrow afternoon between the Salmon RODGERS PASSES OVER
MORAN AT RAPID GAIT.
Grays and St. Michael's, both college
teams. They are battling for the (By Special Leased Wire to Ner Mexican)
14. Aviator
Oct.
Moran, Kans.,
grand prize offered by N. Salmon, the
enterprising merchant. Who knows Rodgers, traveling fast, passed Morbut that you will see an embryo an, which is 95 miles from Kansas
City, at 2:05 this afternoon.
"Bender or Mathewson."
Bring the children. They will en- Rodgers Resumes His Flight at Kansas City.
joy the clown at his best performance
Kansas City, Miss., Oct. 14. C.
Its at the Elks.
Real Estate Sale C. A. Smith to- P. Rodgers, the aviator, at 11:55
day purchased the residence and this morning resumed his flight
grounds of Mrs. Juanita M. de livas across the continent.
on upper College street. Mr. Smith
If you want anything on earth try
expects to make numerous improve a New Meyican Want Ad.
.

ROSES

00 to

5200 per Dozen
CLARENDON GARDENS,
$

1

Besides All Other Flowers Now in Season.
Phone Black 12.

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.

3

if

A LORING DEPARI
?1

Imported and Domestic Samples to select from,
not only the best that was ever shown in Santa M 1
Fe, but in fact THE BEST EVER SHOWN IN THE WORLD !
Our Sort of Tailoring is an "Art" not an " Industry."

000

Our cutter measures his customers and designs his patterns with the picture of the wearer in his mind-H- e's
an " Artist." If you enjoy clothes of quality, Sirclothes that are correctly cut and handsomely
trimmed-you'- ll
be delighted with our tailoring. From the best Foreign and Domestic Looms
we have the choicest productions in SUITINGS. OVERCOATS and TROUSERINGS. We have many exclusive
designs that are confined to us for this locality.
7;
:

tail-oredbeautif-

ully

'

Suits $ 18.00 Up,
Overcoats,
Copyright

WILL

rurt

Schaffner & Mar

IF WE TAILOR YOU ONCE, YOU'LL WANT US TO DO
IT AGAIN AND AGAIN, AND THEN SOME MORE
COME AND SEE US

YOU NOT TEST US WITH YOUR FALL ORDER?
.

8.00 Up,
Trousers, $4.50 Up.

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

1

